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When a short, high energy pulse of laser light is focused onto a solid target a 
high density, high temperature plasma is formed. This plasma emits radiation across 
a wide spectral range, from the x-ray to the infra-red. In this thesis, a variant of the 
well-established spectroscopic technique known as Laser-Induced Plasma 
Spectroscopy (LIPS) is used in order to more sensitively quantify sulphur content in 
steels. LlPS is a well-established method for both quantitative and qualitative 
analysls of solids, liqurds and gases A particular problem exists with the elemental 
characterisation of the light elements (2 < 20) including sulphur in that the strongest 
resonant emission lines from these elements lie in the VUV part of the spectrum. 
In this thesis, the VUV region of the spectrum has been exploited using a 
spatially-resolved approach which has proved to be superior to the more 
conventional time-resolved ultraviolet and visible LlPS experiments Spectral surveys 
of the VUV region have been conducted in order to isolate interference-free sulphur 
emission lines A number of optimisation studies have been made in order to improve 
the signal to standard deviation ratro in the characteristic background continuum 
emission. These included rnodiflcation of the laser pulse energy, power density, lens 
focuslng type (cylindrical and spherrcal) and ambient gas type & pressure. 
As a result of these experiments, optimum conditions in which to construct 
callbration curves were found. Steel targets of certified sulphur concentration in the 
range 27 - 3800 pprn were used in the construction of these calibration functions. The 
sensitivrty of the LlPS technique has been improved on substantially with an ultimate 
detection limit of 1.7 + 0.1 ppm achieved using the emission features of the S V 
emission line at 78.65 nm. 
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T he introduct~on to this thesis is designed to contextualise the work in relation to progress in research in Laser-Induced Plasma Spectroscopy as it is being used in laboratory studies 
and on an industrial level. It is divided into an outline of the thesis 
structure followed by a general review on LIPS/LIBS in the wider 
scientific community with an emphasis on light elements & steels. 
This thesis rs dwrded Into 6 marn chapters wtth a number of appendices 
contarning additional relevant informatron on some of the topics mentioned in the 
main body of the text. 
Chapter 1 is a brief summary of the current state of research in Laser-Induced 
Plasma Spectroscopy (LIPS) with a general overview presented. A particular 
emphasis is given to research into studres performed on l~ght elements and with steel 
as the marn material. 
Chapter 2 is an introduct~on to some of the theoretical aspects of laser 
ablat~on. This chapter provides a fundamental overvtew of laser light absorption by 
the target material which generates the plasma and how the resulting plasma 
behaves as it expands and cools. The basis for using laser plasmas as light sources 
for quantrtatrve analytrcal spectroscopy is explained at the end of thrs chapter. 
Chapter 3 is a description of the equipment used in the following experrments 
includ~ng details of the laser system employed, the spectrometer's operational 
characteristics and the method by which radiation from the laser plasma was 
captured This chapter also details how these systems were combrned in the Trme- 
Integrated Space-Resolved (TISR) format 
Chapter 4 IS a summary of the initial experrments conducted usrng laser 
plasmas as an analytical tool for LlPS in the Vacuum Ultraviolet (VUV). These 
experiments were conducted in a vacuum environment i.e laser plasmas formed in 
these experiments freely expanded into a target chamber under vacuum. Quantitative 
results are presented as the result of these studies. 
Chapter 5 describes LlPS experiments conducted in several drfferent types of 
atmosphere - argon, nrtrogen and air. Some experiments performed under vacuum 
are repeated to investigate the difference in the radiation emission under these 
environments. The results of these experiments conducted in buffer gases are 
presented along wrth contemporary theory on significant aberrations from 
experiments performed in vacuum. 
Chapter 6 is a summary of experimental work and the general conclusions 
formed as a result of thls serles of experiments. Some future avenues of research are 
outllned in the context of current research dlrect~on and capabll~t~es In the laser labs 
at DCU 
Appendix A is a short descr~pt~on f an energy state known as Local Thermal 
Equidbnumand its importance in laser plasma physlcs. 
Appendix B is a list of targets used In the experlments performed In chapters 
4 and 5 and detalls them sulphur concentrations as prov~ded by the retailer 
Appendix C IS a note on different types of spectral proflles and the importance 
of correct line proflle use In analytical spectroscopy. This append~x contalns 
Information on different types of curves used to f ~ t  spectral lines. 
1.2 THE DEVELOPMENT OF LIPS AS A SPECTROSCOPIC TECHNIQUE 
1.2.1 EARLY STUDIES 
Laser-Induced Plasma Spectroscopy (LIPS, also commonly referred to as 
LIBS - Laser-Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy) has been an establ~shed 
spectroscopic technique for elemental analysls slnce its conceptual blrth by Brech & 
Cross (1963), made possible by the invention of the ruby laser by Maiman (1960) 
while working for Hughes Alrcraft. For the first time, l~ght at optical wavelengths could 
be focused onto a target in a short time to create the cond~tions necessary for plasma 
Ignition. A number of reports on the properties and poss~ble appllcat~ons for high 
power lasers appeared In the l~terature over the next few years Runge, Minck & 
Bryan (1963) observed that the emlsston from elemental specles contalned in a 
stainless steel sample was proportional to the concentration of these elements as 
they were changed vla the ~ntroduct~on of new standardised targets. Thls IS the 
earliest actual attempt at quantltatlve analysis using rad~at~on from a laser plasma 
source, and paved the way for the w~de number of applications today. 
The potent~al for using laser plasma spectrochem~cal analysls as an online 
technique was Investigated early on, as it offers the poss~bllity of dlrect monrtorlng of 
molten materials as they are being created. Thls speeds up the lndustr~al process 
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slnce samples of the material do not have to undergo removal, cooling and 
preparation in order to be analysed Runge, Bonfiglio & Bryan (1966) again showed 
the potential of the laser technique by testing another set of stainless steel samples, 
this time in a molten state. The authors note in this paper that some aspects of this 
technique can affect the analysis - notably that chromium detection can be affected 
by a layer of oxide on the surface of the melt, and also that the strong continuum 
emission from the laser plasma is far hlgher and more of a problem than the radiation 
emission from the hot molten steel. 
The more fundamental properties of the laser plasma itself were also being 
considered in parallel w~th the more practical aspects of its use. Burgess, Fawcett & 
Peacock (1967) reported on the XUV emission from the laser plasma and measured 
the electron densities and temperatures associated with them The authors observe 
that highly charged ions are detectable in the plasma and that the plasma itself 
shows structure in terms of emission at different distances from the target surface. 
Comments on the equilibrium state of the laser plasma and its transient nature form 
one of the salient points expressed by the authors. 
The first highly detailed study on laser plasmas for use as an analytical 
method was produced by Scott and Strasheim in 1970. This study was the first to use 
a time-resolved or 'gated' detector to observe the expansion dynamics of the laser 
plasma A gated detector is, essentially, a normal detector wrth a high-speed shutter 
anached to the face. This allows the temporal evolution of an expanding plasma (or 
indeed any other phenomenon that changes over time) to be studied at different 
stages of its lifetime. The result of thls study showed some of the temporal and 
spatial characteristics of a laser-produced plasma as it expands - the authors 
essentially conclude that the expansion is hydrodynamic in nature and that several 
complex energy transfer mechanisms occur in the early stage of plasma ignition. The 
final part of this paper suggests that calibration curves can be obtained from spatially 
and temporally resolved areas of the plasma, and attempts to do so for copper 
analysis in aluminium alloys. 
Another paper by Scott and Strasheim (1971) details a study using what is 
approach~ng the most common form of experiment used in modern LlPS research - a 
time-resolved detect~on system used to collect the radiation accumulated from more 
than one laser-produced plasma. In thls case, the material under analysis was 
aluminium, with the behaviour of copper spectral lines being observed. This paper 
records the influences of crater depth on target spectra when many shots have been 
fired on the same spot, the effect of the number of shots on the spectra and also a 
so-called "3M partner" effect - now known as the "matrix" effect where an element not 
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under direct obsetvation can affect spectral llnes emitted by the analyte. The paper 
concludes by noting that as the technology of both sources and detection system 
improves, the stability and accuracy of LIPS as a quantitative technique will improve. 
In the same year, Piepmeier & Osten (1971) produced a paper outlining the 
influences of the atmosphere on laser-produced plasmas. This paper is one of the 
first to attempt an analytical study of changing pressure on both spectra and the 
plasma plume structure. The authors suggest here that absorption by the atmosphere 
of incident laser radiation supports a radiation shockwave in the laser plasma, the 
dynamlcs of whlch are dependant on the atmospheric pressure. A study of the crater 
left after ablation was also made where the authors note that with increasing energy 
at low pressure, the crater diameter increases along with the mass of target material 
ejected. At atmospheric pressure (760 Torr), the mass and crater d~ameter remain 
uniform across all tested laser energies. 
These fundamental studles uslng the most basic available equipment form the 
foundation of techniques using lasers as an excitation source for optical emission 
spectroscopy and are the foundations on which the experiments featured in thls 
thesis are laid. A summary of the physics of laser plasmas can be found in Carroll & 
Kennedy's 1981 paper which outlined the characteristics of laser plasmas and some 
of the methods used to dlagnose them in terms of emission, temperature and density. 
1.2.2 MODERN STUDIES 
Although intense research continued on laser plasmas during the 80s, the 
applications to spectroscopic analysis were limited due to the cost and limited 
capability of experimental components - especially detectors. Lasers gradually 
became more and more rellable in terms of operation and shot-to-shot reproducibility 
of both energy and pulse width meaning that using LlPS as a viable alternative to 
such techniques as X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) and Secondary Ion 
Mass Spectroscopy (SIMS) became an ever increasingly viable option. Other 
techniques (known as the "hyphenated techniques) have used laser plasmas as 
particle sources for mass and optical spectroscopy. The best known of these are LA- 
ICP-MS and -OES, both of which use laser plasmas as particle sources for mass and 
optical spectroscopy. The advantage LlPS has over these are that laboratory 
equipment used in LlPS experiments is less complex and more adaptable to d~fferent 
types of target The LlPS technique still lacks some of the sensitivity of these other 
more common spectroscopic methods however. Typical detection limits are in the low 
parts per million range for Time-Of-Flight (TOF) SIMS and even extending into the 
parts per billion (ppb) range (ASM, the American Society for Metals, 2003). 
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Advances in detectors have seen the CCD (Charge-Coupled Device - see 
chapter 3) camera become the standard In LlPS experiments as the preclslon and 2 
dlmens~onal maglng capaclty of this camera is Ideal for a wide range of appl~catlons, 
Including LIPS. New areas of study have Included ultra-short pulse (femtoseconds 
and picosecond) lasers w~th comblnat~ons of both d~fferent pulses and wavelengths in 
experiments and also plasma plume evolution uslng ultra-fast gated (intens~f~ed) CCD 
cameras. 
The use of lasers for materials analysls has continued apace w~th journal 
reviews and books being regularly published - some examples include Adrain & 
Watson (1984), Moenke-Blankenberg (1989), Radziemsk~ & Cremers (1989), Majid~ 
& Joseph (1992), Darke & Tyson (1993), Song, Lee & Sneddon (1997), Rusak et al. 
(1997), Tognon~ et al. (2002), Vadlllo & Laserna (2004) and finally Cremers & 
Radziemsk~ (2006). This rather exhaustive list has been accompan~ed In recent years 
by a number of conferences dedicated to LIPS, starting in 2000 with the First 
International Conference on Laser-Induced Plasma Spectroscopy and Appllcat~ons 
hosted In Plsa, Italy. Both lnternat~onal and European conferences have been hosted 
every alternate year since, lndlcatlng an increasingly substant~al volume of research 
into the area ~nternat~onally. Theoretical and experimental stud~es Into laser ablat~on 
and LlPS have been presented In the literature (summar~sed by the above 1st of 
reviews and books) and at the varlous LlPS conferences. 
The main outcome from these conferences has been the reallsat~on that 
studies in the technique can be divided Into several smaller and more focused areas. 
These can be loosely divided into fundamental studies of the laser-matter interaction, 
quant~f~cation of materials belng analysed, novel lnstrumentatlon for the Improvement 
of the technique, process control in analysis and both lab and field sample analysis. 
The w~de array of samples In solld, llqu~d and gas form and also the varlous 
conditions In which they are analysed has been huge - from applications in artwork 
restoration (Anglos, Couris & Fotakls, 1997) to mlne detection (Schade et al., 2006) 
to the poss~ble inclusion of a VUV-sensltlve LlPS instrument on the proposed 2009 
NASA Mars rover misslon (Radzlemsk~ et al., 2005). 
There are a number of reasons as to why LlPS has emerged as an important 
tool for elemental analysls. 
It involves llttle or no target preparatlon 
It can be performed as an "online" technique in industrial manufacturing i.e. it 
can be performed whlle materials such as steel and aluminium are belng 
manufactured 
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= LlPS IS a comparatively non-destruct~ve techn~que - sub millimetre craters 
indicate the remnants of a LIPS-based lnspectlon 
Analysis tlmes can be very low - turnaround tlmes of no more than a few 
Seconds are ava~lable on some commerc~ally ava~lable LlPS systems 
For the heav~er elements (Z s 20), limits of detect~on can be very low i.e. 
below ppm, with the corresponding accuracy of measurements quite high - 
appendlx C in Cremers & Radzlemski (2006) has a comprehensive l~brary of 
detection lim~ts for all studied elements in all matrices 
The versatlllty of the technique means that elements in a sol~d, l~quid or 
gaseous state in a varrety of envlronments can be analysed 
- The use of picosecond and shorter laser pulse lengths means that surface 
analysis can be performed slnce the thermal penetration depth of these laser 
pulses IS low (see chapter 2) 
Elements w~th an atomic number of less than 20 (2 c 20) are dlfflcult to 
analyse In most modern LlPS experiments as these are usually elther vlslble- or UV- 
based. The l~ghter elements have thelr strongest and resonant emisslon llnes In the 
VUV reglon of the spectrum (Samson, 1967) - a  reglon generally neglected since air 
1s a strong VUV absorber. Most stud~es on l~ghter elements to date have used 
emiss~on lines In the UV reglon for both qual~tatrve and quantitat~ve analysls - thls has 
llm~ted the effectiveness of the techn~que as a result. The most successful studies on 
light elements to date have used emiss~on llnes in the near-VUV, the lower 
wavelength llmit belng about 180 nm. Another important advantage of uslng VUV 
emisslon llnes IS the existence of a number of spectral "w~ndows" - these are areas of 
the spectrum where few if any of the bulk material's em~ssion llnes he Thls can 
ellminate the so-called 'Ynatrlx effect" where su~table emlsslon llnes have been 
overcrowded by llnes from the bulk element. 
Many of the studles on these lighter elements have been performed on steels 
and other industrially Important materials slnce some of the llghter elements have 
large Influences on the propertles of metal. Iron and steel In particular are affected by 
four elements In particular - carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus and sulphur (Turkdogan, 
1996). Whereas carbon and nltrogen can enhance the toughness and hardness of 
steel, sulphur has a negatlve effect on several key properties: the ductility of the 
steel, the low temperature toughness and the fatlgue strength. Sulphur is sometimes 
added to specific grades of steel to improve the machlnabll~ty of steel for certaln 
appllcatlons but in general, desulphurlsation of steel is an important part of the 
steelmaking process One of the starkest examples of the negatlve effects of sulphur 
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in steel is the sinking of the R.M.S. Titanic in 1912 Tests conducted on salvaged 
steel from the ship's hull have shown a relatively high level of sulphur present in it - a  
sulphur concentration of 0.69% was determined by Felkins, Leighly Jr. & Jankovic 
(1998). A Charpy test (a standardised test to determine the brittleness of steel) 
resulted in a straight fracture of the recovered steel In comparison to a buckling and 
tearing in modern, low-sulphur steel (Gannon, 1995) It is surmised that on the night 
when the Titanic hit the iceberg in the North Atlantic, the combination of high sulphur 
and low temperature resulted in the shattering of the hull at the contact point rather 
than a deformation and bending of the steel 
Steel standards have slnce improved, with Increased control over 
contaminants found in the material. The current most widely used method for trace 
element monitoring is spark-discharge spectroscopy (spark-OES) This is a similar 
method to LlPS but instead of using a laser to generate a plasma, highly energetic 
electrons are used Infrared absorption vla combustive techniques is also used for 
determination of carbon, nrtrogen and sulphur in steel. Both of these methods 
necessitate a degree of target preparation before analysis is performed whlch leads 
to delays in the manufacturing process (Hemmerlin, 2001). As such, the potential for 
LlPS to be used as an online monltorlng process has not gone unnoticed. It has the 
capacity to provide real time observation of both the type and quantity of 
contaminants in steels both in the bulk material and, using short-pulse (less then 100 
picoseconds) lasers, a surface analysls capability as well (Vadillo & Laserna, 2004). 
1.2.3 LIPS FOR THE ANALYSIS OF SULPHUR IN STEELS 
The first study of sulphur inclusions in steel samples using the LlPS technique 
was performed by Gonzalez, Ortiz and Campos in 1995. This study used neutral 
sulphur lines the near VUV reglon at 180 and 182 nm In determining the sulphur 
content of the samples and resulted in a detection limit of 70 ppm (parts per million) 
of sulphur. A time-resolved detector system, an Optical Mult~channel Analyser (OMA 
Ill, EG&G), was used to make these measurements. More studies followed, the next 
being that of Sturm, Peter and Noll in 2000. Again, time resolution was used to make 
the measurements, in this case a t~me-resolved photomultipl~er tube in conjunction 
with a fast oscilloscope. The neutral sulphur line at 180 nm was again used but with 
far better accuracy this time - a limit of detection of 8 ppm was achieved. A LlPS 
system used in a pipe making plant in Germany was reported on in 2001 by Noll et al. 
This reported progress on research conducted in an industrial environment where 
LlPS was being actively used in process control for the analys~s of carbon, 
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phosphorus and sulphur in steel The advantages of LlPS as a non-destructive online 
technique were reported, along with the machine's limit of detection for sulphur of 21 
ppm. A wide scale extension of this research was reported in 2002 by Bulajic et al. 
which introduced the EU funded LlBSGRAlN prolect. Th~s project's aim was to 
improve analysis of industrral component failure using the LlPS technique. The 
conclusion of this report was that LlPS should be rapidly developed as an industr~al 
process control technique. 
The most sensitive application to date of the LlPS technique in sulphur 
analysis has been made by Hemmerlin et al in 2001 when comparing figures of merit 
with those obtained using the standard spark-OES technique most commonly used in 
steel plants. This again used time resolution in the analysls of steel samples w~th 
optimisation of the signal to background ratio by adjusting both the gate delay and 
width. Emission lines as low as 133 nm were used for elemental analysis with VUV 
lines again being used for the lighter elements. A lower sulphur detection limit of 4.5 
ppm was reported in comparison to the lower limit of 3 ppm using the spark-OED 
technique. This report also included single figure detection limits for both carbon and 
phosphorus, 
Slnce this publ~cation, work has cont~nued apace at improving the accuracy 
and reliability of the LlPS technique with studies being performed on industrial and 
laboratory samples, although no improvements in the detection limit for sulphur have 
been publrshed. VUV l~nes have been used almost exclus~vely in these studies as 
they offer the best intensities and also the clearest lines in comparison to the 
background and bulk emission from the target Publications in 2003 and 2004 by 
Peter (2003), Sturm (2004) and Radivojevic (2004) have all shown improvements in 
the characterisation of multiple elements using various LlPS systems in conjunction 
w~th ICCD cameras; however, none have improved on the basic detection limit 
published by Hemmerlin in 2001 
An alternative to the temporally-resolved studies which had previously 
domlnated the l~terature was introduced in 2000. A new type of spatially-resolved 
experiment was designed independently by 2 separate groups in which the spatial 
structure of a laser-produced plasma was exploited rather than the temporal 
characteristics. The bas~c problem both techniques try to overcome is the strong, 
continuum-dominated emission which occurs early on in the plasma's lifetime and 
also lies close to the target surface (see chapter 3). This approach also decreases 
the overall costs lnvolved in experiments, since time-resolved detectors are more 
complex and expensive than time-integrated detectors. The spatially-resolved 
approach has been used to great effect in the past for the analysis of sol~d materials. 
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The first published study was a basic lnvestigat~on into the feas~bil~ty of the spat~ally- 
resolved variant by Bulatov, Krasniker & Schechter In 2000. The publicat~on shows a 
comparlson between spat~al and temporal resolution for the analys~s of zlnc in brass 
samples whlch uses an array of opt~cal fibres positioned parallel to the laser plasma's 
expansion axls to d~scrimlnate between spectra recorded at the various d~stances 
from the target. The paper concludes by stating that temporal resolut~on is a bener 
technique for the elements concerned; however, thls study was llm~ted to a 
wavelength reglon of 450 - 490 nrn 
The first spat~ally-resolved deep VUV study of l~ght elements in steels was 
conducted by Khater et al. In 2000 This study was the flrst to show the feas~bllity of 
uslng spectral llnes deep In the VUV anda spatially-resolved set up to analyse the 
concentration of carbon in steel samples. The type of spatial resolution was markedly 
different to that used by Bulatov, Krasniker & Schecter (2000) as optical fibres are not 
su~table for the transrnlsslon of VUV rad~ation It also presented the possibil~ty of 
studylng ions, whereas the standard LlPS approach is to use lines neutral and 
sometimes singly-charged atornlc spenes This paper showed that carbon llnes 
between 60 and 100 nm were qulte surtable for elemental analysis and produced a 
detect~on limlt of 87 ppm uslng a carbon llne at 97 7 nm. A further extenston of thls 
paper was published In 2002 (again by Khater et al.) whlch used amb~ent gases to 
enhance the s~gnal to background values for the VUV carbon llnes Thls paper 
produced an unprecedented detect~on limit of 1.2 ppm, a llmlt which has stood 
unbroken since. In 2006, a spatially-resolved system was used to quantltatlvely 
analyse the alum~n~um and zlnc concentrations in nlckel-based alloys (Tsa~ et al , 
2006). Thls had a comparlson between tlme and space-resolved LlPS whlch showed 
agaln that space resolution prov~des an effectlve alternative to time resolution. 
1.3 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE PRESENT WORK 
The goal of this body of work IS to Improve the detection llm~t for sulphur in 
steel by using emiss~on lines in the deep VUV I e between 60 and 120 nm. This was 
Investigated using space-resolved spectroscopy where the spat~al structure of a 
laser-produced plasma was exploited rather than time-resolved spectroscopy as an 
alternative to the more common techn~que. A number of steel samples with varying 
concentrat~ons of sulphur ranglng from 0.0027% to 0.68% were used as analytical 
standards with whlch to construct cal~brat~on curves from spectral data. A modern Q- 
switched Nd:YAG laser was used to generate the laser plasma Targets were 
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mounted in a custom-bulk vacuum chamber with the radiation generated from the 
laser plasma collected and dispersed by a 1 metre normal incidence VUV 
spectrometer fitted w~th a 1200 lineslmm reflectwe concave gratlng. The spectra 
were recorded using a VUV sensitive CCD camera. 
The process by which the main goal of the thesis was accomplished can be 
summed up as follows. 
A spectral survey of the VUV region was performed in order to ascertain 
which of sulphur's spectral lines were suitable for concentration analysis. 
The conditions in wh~ch spectra are recorded for use in the LIPS analysis 
were optlmised rn vacuum conditions. This was done by systematic 
modification of a number of experimental parameters including laser energy, 
laser focus, the distance at which spectra were recorded and the type of lens 
used in generating the laser plasma. 
Changes in the emission characteristics of the laser plasma w~th  the addition 
of several different ambient gases in the target chamber were investigated 
with the results compared to the optimisation study performed in vacuum. A 
new optimisat~on of the exper~mental parameters was conducted after partially 
optimised atmospheric conditions were establrshed. 
- Calibration curves were constructed at optimised conditions in both vacuum 
and in an ambient atmosphere using 2 different methods. Comparisons were 
made to contemporary detect~on l~mits and figures of merlt from the available 
published literature. 
Laser-Induced Plasma Spectroscopy 1s an important developing technique for 
elemental analysis. Many theoretical and experimental studies have been directed at 
the analysis of elements in all forms and the physical processes involved in their 
ablation with focused laser energy. Although many of these have been successful, 
there has been a shortcom~ng part~cularly in the analys~s of l~ght elements (~ncluding 
sulphur) due to the difficulty involved in finding suitable emission lines as the 
strongest resonance emission lines are primarily located in the VUV region of the 
spectrum. This region is not readily accessible using standard equipment due to the 
fact that air is a strong VUV absorber 
A proposed serles of experiments have been outllned for the quantlflcation of 
sulphur in steel samples uslng tune-~ntegrated space-resolved laser-~nduced plasma 
spectroscopy. The stated goal of these experlments 1s to lnvestlgate the emlsslon 
characterist~cs of atomic sulphur specles in a spatially-resolved manner wlth the 
intention of optlmlsing the spectra obtalned for use in callbration curves for low-level 
sulphur detect~on and quantd~cat~on. 
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n this chapter, a brief summary of the major aspects of laser plasma 
physics is presented in order to enable a fundamental understanding 
of the complex processes involved. Emphasis is given to the 
interaction of the laser pulse with the target, expansion of the plasma 
and to atomic processes occurring in the plasma before its 
thermodynamic death. The basic premise for using laser plasmas for 
elemental detection is also explained in order to validate the LIPS 
technique. 
When Brech & Cross (1961) performed the flrst experlment uslng a Ruby 
laser as a plasma ignitlon source, the world of physrcs was introduced to a 
fascinating f~eld of study: laser plasma physics The lnteract~on of a large and highly 
focused number of photons w~th a mater~al IS a very complex process, the conditions 
of which are st111 subject to substant~al debate and study today. Changlng parameters 
~n the creatlon of the plasma have well-documented effects on the subsequent laser 
plasma expansion and ernlsslon Variatrons in the Initial condit~ons of the laser 
plasma such as the lnlt~al aser pulse energy, cratering of the target from prevlous 
shots and the effects of an expanslon lnto an amb~ent gas affect the laser plasma 
during its relatively short lifetime. However, with the same Initial condltlons, laser 
plasmas can be replicated w~th only very sl~ght dev~at~ons - experlments can be 
repeated and venfied independently with high degrees of reproducibility. For most 
experiments, this IS an Important pre-requ~site to any body of work; for a technique 
aimed at elemental quantif~cat~on, thls takes on an even greater urgency 
Exper~mental condlt~ons that can't be repeated and subject to use and examination 
elsewhere are of no practical use. 
In order to fully understand laser plasma physlcs, a short explanation of what 
constrtutes a plasma IS necessary Since the subject matter has been delved lnto 
extensively (Hughes (1975), Bekef~ (1976), Carroll & Kennedy (1981) and Cremers & 
Radz~ernsk~ (1989) to name but a few), it IS not my lntentlon to prov~de an extensive 
revlew of laser plasma physlcs, merely to provide a br~ef exposltlon of the baslc 
principles and processes. 
A plasma IS basically a hot gas whose atoms and Ions react in several 
unusual ways to outs~de Influences such as electric and magnetlc fields. The 
definitron of a plasma is that it is "a quasineutral gas of charged and neutral particles 
exhibiting collective behaviour" (Chen, 1984). Thls statement can be broken down 
into several parameters, each of which IS necessary to redefine an lonlsed gas as a 
plasma 
Firstly, the term "quas~neutral" refers to the fact that in a typ~cal plasma, the 
numbers of posltlve and negatlve charges are roughly equal 1.e. n+= n- (the number 
of positive charges refers to the number of ions in the plasma multiplied by their 
charge state 1.e. c'+ is doubly charged, and therefore has 2 positive charges). The 
free electrons in the plasma are mobile enough that they can "shield the plasma from 
external fields so that the bulk plasma remains largely unaffected. This shielding is 
called Debye shielding and the sheath around a field source called the plasma 
sheath The first criterion for an ionised gas to be treated as 8 plasma is 
LD<L 12.11 
where /2, is the length of the sheath (Debye length) and L is the length of the 
plasma. AD can be calculated using the following: 
In equation 12.21, 8, is the permittivity of free space, k is Bolizmann's constant, is 
the average electron temperature in the plasma, n the density of particles in the 
plasma and e is the electron charge. In the first simplification, T is measured in 
Kelvin while in the second kT is measured in eV 
The second criterion is that the charged particles in the plasma must be close 
enough to exert force on more particles than just its neighbour The "Debye sphere" 
1s a measure of the number of charged particles ND within the sphere of influence of 
a particle at the centre of the sphere and is calculated by: 
The second of the criteria regard~ng collective behaviour is therefore 
N, >> 1 12.41 
The last of the parameters for an ionised gas to be treated as a plasma 
relates to inter-particle collisions in the plasma itself. If the charged particles collide 
too frequently with neutrals, then the motlon of the charged particles are governed 
more by hydrodynamic effects rather than electromagnetic forces. If we take w 
(known as the plasma frequency) as the osc~llation frequency of electrons in the 
plasma and r a s  the average time between collisions with neutral particles, then for a 
plasma to act rapidly in shielding out foreign fields the following must be observed. 
w z > l  12 51 
In other words, the collision frequency of particles in the plasma must be far less than 
the plasma frequency 
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When the output pulse from a Q-switched laser is focused onto a solid 
surface, a high density, high temperature plasma is formed. This happens via 
radlation absorption by the target on its surface wlth subsequent phase changes In 
the bulk material occurring when the initial pulse energy is redistributed through 
electron collisions in the material lattlce. The relaxat~on times of these collisions are 
of the order of 10-'2 - 10-13 seconds (Hughes, 1975), far shorter than the laser pulse 
durations in this body of work which are of the order of nanoseconds A basic 
dlagram of the laser absorption process can be viewed in Figure 1 (after Eliezer, 
2002). 
UV. Vtsible 8. IR 
Cooled. Expanded Plasma 
Figure 1. Laser Plasma Formation (after Eliezer, 2002) 
The depth to whlch the laser pulse penetrates the target is called the optical 
skin depfh (6,) and is dependent on both the material's physical characteristics 
and the type of radlation Incident on it (Scott & Strasheim, 1970) It can be computed 
using: 
In the above, w is the angular frequency of the laser radiation, p IS the rnagnetlc 
permeability of the material and cr is the conductivity of the target material. In the 
case of a target composed mainly of Iron and a Nd:YAG laser operating at its 
fundamental frequency (1064 nm), the optical skin depth 1s about 9.5 nm. As 
previously stated, the optical energy is propagated through the target via coll~sional 
relaxat~on. For a laser pulse of durat~on z , the thermalpenet~~tion depth 6, into the 
target can be estimated by 
In this equation, K is the mater~al's thermal conductivity, p is the dens~ty and C is 
the speclf~c heat capacity. The thermal penetratlon depth of a 6 ns laser pulse into an 
lron target 1s therefore about 520 nm, significantly hlgher than the optical skln depth. 
In the case of shorter pulse lasers (e.g. T~tanlum Sapphlre lasers have pulse lengths 
of the order 10 femtoseconds to a few p~coseconds), target craters are often much 
cleaner (Vad~llo & Laserna, 2004) than ns pulses slnce the short pulse length 
effectively "scoops" material out of the target and isn't subject to the vagaries of 
thermal ablation in the same manner. 
There 1s an energy threshold In the ablat~on process, below whlch material 
ablation will not occur (Moenke-Blankenberg, 1989). The floence on the target 
surface is the amount of energy per unlt area inc~dent on a target Mater~al beg~ns to 
be ablated when the energy absorbed by the target exceeds the latent heat of 
vaporlsation of the material, Lv. This threshold is given by: 
Note that the above stated threshold is sufficient for material vaporisat~on only; the 
lonisation process requlres enhanced absorpt~on of the laser beam. The threshold 
fluence for a 6 ns pulse Incident on an lron target IS calculated to be about 1.4 ~lcrn'. 
If we take the powerdensityto be the fluence dlvided by the pulse duration, we see 
that the mlnimum power dens~ty on target requlred for mater~al ablation 1s about 2.4 x 
10' W/cm2. Thls f~gure 1s easlly achieved by focuslng a laser pulse onto a target. 
Power dens~ties of up to 10" W/cm2 may be ach~evable uslng short focal length (< 20 
cm) lenses to focus pulses from a modern, Q-sw~tched laser 
During the ablat~on process, some atoms are ~on~sed by the lncomlng 
rad~ation. Cons~derlng that each photon from a Nd:YAG laser has an energy of about 
1.2 eV and that the ionisation potential of even the most readily ionised element 
(Caeslum, w~th an ion~sat~on e ergy of 3.9 eV) 1s more than 3 tlmes higher than this 
energy, clearly there is some other process lnvolved In the lnlt~al electron l~beratlon. 
One of the processes 1s known as Multi-Photon Ionisation (MPI). Thls happens when 
an electron absorbs several photons simultaneously (or almost simultaneously - 
Radziemsk~ & Cremers, 1989) and cl~mbs out of the potent~al In the atom wlth 
resultant energy E = 1 / 2 m v 2 .  Quantum tunnelling through the potential well of the 
atom is also clted as a source of free electrons in the ablated mater~al. 
The material ablated from the target surface 1s now a comparatively cold and 
thin layer of weakly ~onlsed atoms, Ions and electrons formed In the first few opt~cal 
cycles of the laser pulse (Carroll & Kennedy, 1981) known as a pre-plasma. The 
R.M.S. electric f~eld strength of the laser pulse at the target surface in terms of the 
fluence 4 1s enormous - ~t 1s glven by 
For a laser pulse w~th  a power dens~ty of 10'' w/cm2, the equivalent electrlc f~eld 
would be nearly 2 x lo6 V/m Once this cold and dense layer has been formed, the 
free electrons in the pre-plasma start to absorb energy from the remalnlng part of the 
laser pulse by a mechanism called Inverse Bremsstrahlungabsorption 
Inverse Bremsstrahlung absorption is a process whereby free electrons 
absorb photons from the laser beam when they collide with an Ion or neutral particle 
(Eiiezer, 2002). Free electrons in the plasma are unable to absorb laser light (Ready, 
1971) as the prlnc~ples of conservation of momentum and energy cannot be 
s~multaneously satisfled unless there 1s a thlrd, coll~ding part~cle present. When the 
electron is In the electric field of an atom or Ion however, momentum 1s easlly 
conserved across the transient system slnce the add~t~onal partlcle can change 
dlrect~on 
Wh~le the plasma 1s st111 in its init~al stages, a high percentage of llght can 
pass through the plasma and onto the target surface, so more and more material IS 
ablated. The laser beam suffers from lncreaslng attenuation as the plasma becomes 
denser however, due to lncreaslng number of free electrons lnvolved In coll~slonal 
absorption. This continues until the electron denslty In the plasma has reached a 
crrtical value, the cr/ticaldensiiy nc : 
in whlch me 1s the electron mass, w is the frequency of the laser rad~at~on, e 1s the 
electron charge and A 1s the laser wavelength measured in pm. The crlt~cal dens~ty 
for radiation at about 1 pm, the fundamental frequency of a Nd YAG laser, 1s about 
10" ~ r n - ~ .  When the plasma denslty reaches thls value, the lncldent laser rad~at~on is 
pr~marlly absorbed by the plasma near the cr~tlcal denslty zone. In thls phase of the 
laser pulse, the plasma starts to expand rap~dly away from the target surface. This 
expansion reduces the electron dens~ty, and laser l~ght 1s once more able to pass 
through to the target surface relatively undiminished. This cyclical process continues 
until the laser pulse ceases - at this point, the plasma no longer has an external 
energy source, and atomic processes dominate energy transfer in the plasma. 
There are 3 main groups of atomic process in laser plasmas which are 
composed of a process and its inverse: free-free, free-bound and bound-bound. The 
primary process involves net energy loss to the particles involved, while its inverse 
involves net energy gain. Both radiative and collisional interactions can account for 
energy transfer in both cases. A short explanation of each follows in the next few 
sections. 
2.4.1 FREE-FREE PROCESSES 
Free-free processes are where two or more particles are involved in an 
interaction after which they remain free, as shown in Figure 2. 
T lnvem Brernsstrahlung 
I 
lonisation 
Limit 
Figure 2: Free-Free Radiative Processes 
Bremsstr~hlung radiation is caused by collisions between free electrons and 
ions or neutrals. In these collisions, the electrons lose kinetic energy in the form of 
broadband radiation. This type of broadband radiation is one of the most 
characteristic signatures of a laser-produced plasma. The source of this radiation is 
mainly due to free electron interact~ons with Ions or neutral specles in the laser 
plasma although In some complex atomic systems, the complicated level structure of 
Ions in a laser plasma can lead to recombination (free-bound) transltlons emlnlng 
continuum rad~ation. For example, O'Sullivan et al (1999) shows that open 4f 
subshells In rare earth metals contribute greatly to continuum emlsslon in laser 
plasmas. 
Bremsstrahlung rad~ation occurs rnalnly during the early stages of the laser 
plasma's lifetime; spat~ally it l~es close to the target's surface. It can be represented 
by the pseudo-equatlon (using X for the ion or neutral, e* or e** for a free electron 
with klnetic energy greater than the ~on~sation energy of the atomic species and hv 
for a photon): 
X+e**+ X+e*+hv [2.11] 
The inverse process (respons~ble for heatlng and ~on~sation I the format~on of the 
plasma) is Inverse Bremsstrahlung, as previously descnbed. Thls lnteractlon can be 
descnbed as 
X+e*+hv=X+e** [2.12] 
2.4.2 FREE-BOUND PROCESSES 
Free-bound processes can happen in one of two ways, both coll~sionally and 
radlatively. In coll~slonal ~onisatlon, an electron collldes wlth an atom or ion, with the 
result that another electron 1s ~on~sed from the parent particle, while the excltlng 
electron remalns free, albelt wrth less klnetlc energy Colllsional de-exc~tatlon (or 3- 
body recomblnatlon) lnvolves a collision between an electron and an Ion resulting in 
the electron dropping Into the Ion's potentlal well, with the excess energy absorbed by 
a free electron In close proxlmlty These processes are shown as: 
X"+e***oXn- '+e**+e* [2 131 
In the above, the left s~de of the equatlon is the de-exc~ted state whlle the r~ght is the 
exc~ted state. The rad~ative forms of the free-bound processes are photoion~sation 
(the photoelectr~c effect) and rad~at~ve r comb~nat~on, ~llustrated in F~gure 3 on the 
following page. 
Photo~on~sat~on happens when a photon of energy greater than the ~onlsation 
potential of the atom or ion 1s absorbed by an electron The electron then has enough 
energy to escape the potent~al well and leaves the parent particle havlng energy 
~=grnv~ = h v - E ,  12.141 
where x m v 2  is the kinetic energy of the electron, hv is incident the photon energy 
and E, is the ionisation potential of the atomfion. Equation [2.15] below shows the 
energy transfer process. 
Xn+hv-X"- '+e*  
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Effect) Recombination A I 
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Figure 3: Free-Bound Processes 
As we can see, radiative recombination is simply the absorption of an electron into an 
ion with the surplus energy emitted as a photon. The radiation emitted in this process 
is also indiscrete i.e. spread over many wavelengths and not of fixed energy. In 
general, free-bound processes occur at intermediate times in the plasma lifetime i.e. 
when the plasma is in transition from continuum-dominated radiation to line- 
dominated. 
2.4.3 BOUND-BOUND PROCESSES 
Bound-bound interactions are responsible for the discrete line emission from 
the various atomic species in the plasma. Mainly occurring when the bulk of the 
plasma has cooled significantly from the initial formation, line radiation from the 
plasma is used mostly for plasma diagnostics and also during LIPS studies. These 
processes again consist of radiative or collisional interactions. The collisional 
interactions are very simply "billiard ball" type interactions - 2 atomic species collide 
with each other with a net energy loss to one particle and a corresponding gain to the 
other. Collisional de-excitation is the simple inverse of this -an excited electron drops 
into a free orbital with the surplus energy transferred to the colliding particle in the 
form of excitation into a higher energy state. Both processes are shown below in 
[2.16]: 
X * + X ' o X + X ' *  [2.16] 
The radiative bound-bound processes are identical to the collisional ones, with the 
only difference being that the energy source for the excitation is a photon, seen in 
Figure 4. The radiative transitions can be shown as: 
X + h v o X *  
and are shown in Figure 4 below. 
Ionisation 
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Figure 4: Bound-Bound Processes 
2.5 QUANTITATIVE SPECTROSCOPY USING LASER PLASMAS 
In order to use the emission from laser-produced plasmas for quantitative 
spectroscopy, some property of the laser plasma must be intrinsically dependent on 
the quantity of element under study. In the specific case of laser-produced plasmas, 
two main methodologies are applied - atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS) and 
atomic emission spectroscopy (AES). The basic premise to AAS is that atomic and 
molecular species in various different states of ionisation will absorb photons at 
discrete wavelengths depending on the species' electronic structure in the same way 
that atomic species have a "fingerprint" in the emission under various states of 
excitation. This corresponds to radiative excitation, shown in Figure 4. AES uses the 
opposite mechanism, using the hot plasma as an excitation source and essentially 
waiting for the plasma to cool down and transit from a continuum-dominated emission 
state to a line-dominated emission state i.e. from continuum dominated to radiative 
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de-excitatron dominated. How thrs state relates to the concentration of elemental 
contaminants can be explained as follows 
Consider a laser-produced plasma in Local Thermal Equilibrium (LTE - see 
Appendix A: Equrlibrium In Plasmas) of depth X and at temperature T viewed along 
the optical axis of a measuring instrument. The specific Intensity of a spectral line at a 
frequency v  is defined as the energy emitted from the plasma per unit time, surface 
area, solid angle and frequency. So, the change in the intensity of a llne along a 
specific optical axis can be expressed by the equation of radiative transfer (after Kim, 
1989): 
In this equation, x is the optical axrs along which the plasma is observed and 
B(v ,T)  is Planck's blackbody function. When th~s equation is integrated with respect 
to x between two imaginary planes X distance apart 1.e. along the entire length of 
the plasma on the x axls, we can obtain: 
I ( v )  = B ( v ,  T )  [I - e-K(v)X] 
The term K ( v ) X  IS a measure of the optlcal thickness of the plasma at the emitting 
frequency along the path length X .  Equations [2 181 and [2.19] are dependent on the 
assumption that there is no external radiation source outside the bounds of the 
plasma. When this value is low, the plasma is considered to be optically thrn. For 
laser plasmas in a line-dominated regime, this is typically the case for small 
concentrations of contaminants in the target, and is a valid assumption in most LIPS 
appl~cations where detection limits and low concentrations are under study. When the 
laser plasma IS optically thick, it can be treated as a blackbody surface at 
temperature T. 
Normal practice in spectroscopy is to measure the integrated intensity of a 
spectral line with a central frequency of vo rather than the peak Intensity The 
integrated intensity is. 
vo+m 
I =  j ~ ( v ) d v  
vo -m 
When thls is comblned with [2.19], we obtaln the following: 
The speciflc blackbody funct~on can be replaced by B(v,,T) here as the funct~on 
can be assumed to remaln the same for the relatively small w~dth of a slngle llne 
over whlch the lntegratlon 1s performed. 
As the concentratlon of the element changes, there 1s a corresponding 
change in the Integrated lntenslty of the emltted spectral llne due to the change In the 
number dens~ty n, of the species under analys~s - put very s~mply, more atoms 
means more emlsslon. The number dens~ty here refers to the number of the 
part~cular exc~ted specles w~th electrons populating the upper energy level of the 
observed transition and is contalned In the optlcal density parameter, K (v)X . The 
number dens~ty is calculated by (after Kim, 1989): 
where no is the total number dens~ty of the species In the same ~onlsatlon state, g, 
is the degeneracy of this lower energy state, E 1s the energy of the same level 
relative to the ground state of the specles in the same state of ionisation and T 1s the 
plasma temperature. Q in equation 2.22 refers to the single particle canonical 
part~tlon function, accounting for the range of degrees of freedom of an atomlc 
species in a particular ionlsation state. It 1s expressed as: 
and is summed over all permitted energy levels. 
When large concentrations of an atomlc species are present in a laser- 
produced plasma, the opt~cal th~ckness of the plasma results in a non-linear Increase 
in Intensity w~th rlslng species concentratlon due to the larger density of available 
absorbers In the plasma, other than those at the edge of the plasma However, at low 
concentrations (such as those studied in thls body of work), the plasma 1s optically 
thin w~ th  regard to the studled element because of the consequential drop in density 
of absorbing atomlc specles. In the optically thin, low concentratlon case, equation 
2.21 can be expanded such that: 
In the above, A, is the rad~ative transition probability from an upper level b to a lower 
level a and g, 1s the degeneracy of the upper level (b) of the transit~on. A d~agram 
showlng the relatlve constants and thelr relat~onship to energy levels 1s shown below 
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in Figure 5 (Lochte-Holtgreven, 1995). In this diagram, n,%, is the transition 
probability for spontaneous emission, n,u,B,, is the transition probability for 
stimulated emission and n,u,B,, is the absorption probability. 
Figure 5: Transition Constants 
If we take the number density no of the species as relative to the 
concentration with the rest of the terms in [2.24] related to conditions in the laser 
plasma itself, then we can assume that the emission intensity of a spectral line at a 
certain wavelength is some function of the concentration of the studied species in the 
laser plasma - in other words: 
I = f ( c )  [2.25] 
This function is known as the analytical calibration function - plots of this intensity 
versus the concentration of the element under study in the target material are known 
as analytical calibration curves and form the basis of experimental analytical 
spectroscopy. 
This reliance on the emission from one particular line is sometimes shunned 
in favour of using 2 lines from a laser-produced plasma - one from the emitting 
species under study and one from the bulk material. This is the intemalrefirencing 
method. Considerations such as the repeatability of the experiment due to slight 
changes in the conditions under which the plasma is formed have led to this 
approach being considered for LIPS applications, although improvements in 
equipment and analytical technique can largely negate this approach - the current 
approach favoured in the literature is still to use single emission lines in each 
quantitative study. 
In the internal referencing scheme, the intensities of 2 lines are measured. In 
low-level detection where the purity of a bulk element is being assessed, the bulk 
element usually comprises most of the sample. In this case, the bulk element's 
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concentratton can be satd to be constant so that the low-level analyte's emlsslon 
intensity changes linearly with respect to the bulk element's Calibration curves are 
therefore constructed w~th the intensity ratlo versus the analyte's concentration. This 
technique is valid according to the following equation, derived from [2.24] (after Kim, 
1989): 
In equation [2.26], I, is the intensity of the low concentratlon analyte and I, is the 
intensity of the bulk element. If the initial conditions are kept constant then the 
intensity of the emission from the bulk element should also remain constant - this 
means that, under the same initial cond~tions, targets with a variation in analyte 
concentration should produce dtfferent number densities in the upper energy level of 
the transition leading to a difference in emission intensity. If transitions with similar 
upper energy levels are chosen, the exponentlal part of the equation approaches 
zero, thus removing the ratio's dependence on the temperature of the plasma i.e 
because the upper energy levels are at a stmllar energy, these energy levels are 
populated s~milarly with respect to one another If the upper energy levels were 
spaced far apart, in a lower temperature plasma there could be a marked 
discrepancy in the population of these levels. 
Two of the most important figures in analytical spectroscopy are the limits of 
detection and quantification. Both of these figures describe different concepts in 
terms of the analyte In the target and are denved from Gaussian statistics. 
In the first case, the limit of detection (LOD) of an analyte IS defined as being 
"the smallest measure that can be detected with reasonable certainty for a given 
analytical procedure" by the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry 
(IUPAC, 1978) The limit of quantificat~on (LOQ) has a slightly different definition. "the 
limit of quant~fication refers to the smallest concentratton or the mass whtch can be 
quantitatively analysed with reasonable reliability by a given procedure" (ACS 
Commtttee on Environmental Improvement, 1980). Both of these definitions rely on 
the statistical distribution of data points in a spectrum using the "normal" or Gaussian 
distribution 
The Gauss~an d~str~but~on is a funct~on which gives the statlstlcal l~kelihood of 
an event or data occurring w~thln an rnterval defined uslng both the standard 
dev~at~on (o) of the data and the average ( p ) .  It is glven by the equation: 
If the subst~tution z=(x-p)/o 1s used in equatlon [2.27], then the Gaussian 
d~str~but~on becomes: 
Thls IS known as the unit Gaussian or unit normal distribution. This equation 
generates a familiar looklng "bell-shaped curve, as seen below In F~gure 6 (after 
Barlow, 1989). 
F~gure 6: Gaussian Dlstribut~on 
As ploned, thls curve represents a probab~l~ty d~str~but~on of data polnts with a 
mean value of 0. Thls d~str~butlon can be applied to statistical events and data In a 
w~de variety of ways; the manner In which it applies to the LOD of a quanbtative 
spectroscopic technique however concerns the integral of the d~stribution itself. The 
intervals on the x-axls of F~gure 6 refer to multiples of the standard dev~ation of the 
distr~butron. When the curve is Integrated using limits deflned by the standard 
deviation from the mean and cons~derlng that 
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i.e that the integral of the distribution curve with -oo < o < oo 1s equal to 1 (when the 
integral is normalised to 1). This is an intuitive result, as the probability of any event 
occurring over an infinite range is 1 When the limits of the integral are changed to 
values of o, the calculation of the area results in a fraction of the whole area. In 
other words, it gives the probabtlity of an event lying within the limits of the integral. 
So, if an event occurs outside the limits of the integral, the probability of it occurring is 
1 - P(-o  < x < o) . From this fact, if the mean and standard deviation are calculated 
from the background slgnal In a spectrum, the probability that a data point lies outside 
the normal distribution of data can be estimated, depending on the level of certainty 
required. For instance, if the point lies outside Z o ,  then it would lie outside about 
95% of data points within the set. Although there have been varlous different flgures 
used in the literature, from 2& (Boumans & Vrakking) to 3 f i  (Aziz, Broekaert & 
Leis, 1982) representing confidence intervals of between 99.74 and 99.99%; the 
confidence level set by IUPAC for the LOD of a particular analyte in a compound is 
3 0 ,  giving a confidence level of 99.87% that a point is not part of the background. 
That means that the LOD of an analyte is 3 times the standard deviation in the 
background signal, wlth the constant for the LOQ being 10 
The LOD and LOQ can be obtained from a calibration curve relatively easily. 
In a calibration curve, the intensity or line ratio is plotted on the y-axis versus the 
concentration of analyte on the x-axa. It can then be said that (IUPAC, 1978) 
30, L.0D. = - [2.30] 
S 
a, is the standard deviation in the background signal of the spectrum with the lowest 
concentration of analyte as plotted in the calibration curve, and S is the slope of the 
curve. This is justified by the assumption that, in a calibration curve with slope S, any 
x value (elemental concentration) can be obtalned by dividing the ~ntensity by the 
slope at a certain point (y I (ylx) = x). When the definition-stipulated value of 30 is 
substituted for the intensity of the analytical line, the limit of detection is calculated. 
A basic description of the main processes involved in laser ablation of matter 
has been made. The most salient points regarding laser absorption by the target 
mater~al, laser plasma expansion and the processes lnvolved In emlsslon by atomlc 
species in the laser plasma have been outllned and deflned. 
The relat~onship between atomic emlsslon and quantltatlve Laser-Induced 
Plasma Spectroscopy has also been deflned, w~th a descr~pt~on of how the emlssion 
intensity from the analyte's atom~c specles relate to the concentration of the analyte 
In the target and how the lim~t of both detect~on and quant~f~cation can be determined 
from these ~ntensit~es. 
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T his chapter serves as a basic description of the various different pieces of experimental equipment used during the course of the project. These systems can be broken down into plasma 
generation, light emission and detection. 
LlPS experiments tend to be simple experiments consisting of as few pieces 
of equipment as possible. In comparison to other spectroscopic techniques such as 
ICP-AES (Inductively Coupled Plasma Atomic Emission Spectroscopy) and ETA-AAS 
(Electrothermal Atomisation Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy), the complexity of both 
the excitation and detection processes are very much reduced (Winefordner et al., 
2004). The basic components of all LlPS experiments are a pulsed laser, focusing 
optics, a spectrometerldetector combination and a device to synchronise the laser 
and detector. Although additional components may be required in some experiments, 
configurations are mostly consistent with the main variable parameters being the 
spectral range and response and both temporal & spectral resolution. 
In the VUV part of the spectrum, the configuration is a little more complex due 
to the nature of the radiation under investigation. Since air is a VUV absorber, 
experiments must be performed in either partial or near total vacuum conditions. This 
means that the target, spectrometer and detector must be held under vacuum 
conditions. As gases are sometimes used to buffer laser plasma expansion, partial 
pressures must be generated separately from the spectrometer. However, despite 
these differences, the basic set-up remains the same. Figure 1 shows a basic 
diagram of the whole system used in the course of the research reported here. 
Figure 1: Experimental System Ovewiew 
As can be seen, the system consists of generation, dispersion and detection 
components i.e. the laser pulse & target chamber, the spectrometer & gmting and the 
CCD camera respectively. A description of major components and their methods of 
operation and synchronisation are given in the following sections. 
The laser used to create the steel plasmas was a Continuum Surelite model 
111-10. This laser, at its optimum output, is capable of produang an 820 mJ pulse of 
energy at a wavelength of 1064 nm (the Nd:YAG fundamental wavelength) in 6 ns. 
The variation in pulse energy is typically c I%, making this instrument ideal for laser 
plasma experiments where repeatable results are necessary. Figure 2 shows a 
diagram of the internal configuration of the Surelite 111-10, along with the temporal 
pmfile of the beam, as observed using a photodiode and oscilloscope. 
Figure 2: Surelite 111-10 Laser and Pulse Temporal Pmfile 
The labelled parts are as follows: 
Rear mirror, 100% reflectance 
Pockels cell 
h14 plate 
Dielectric polariser 
Laser head - 2 flashlamps, Nd:YAG rod, cooling system 
Intra-cavity shutter 
Gaussian mirror 
Output beam compensator 
9. Exrt port shutter 
The laser itself has a fixed internal pulse frequency of 10 Hz, although minor 
variations in this rate must be used while the laser is in external triggering mode; in 
"normal" operation the laser is pulsed at about 9.8 Hz. 
Figure 3 shows the variation in the output pulse energy when the flashlamp 
voltage and Q-switch timing are changed. All measurements were made with a 
Coherent FieidMax-TO power meter and a Coherent PMlOV1 thermopile sensor. 
,itch Delay (WS) 
Figure 3: Laser Pulse Energy Variation 
While modifying the Q-switch tlmlng IS an effectlve method of vaiylng the 
pulse energy, it is generally not recommended by the manufacturer as it can have a 
detrimental effect on the beam quality which, in normal operation, is claimed to be 
95% Gaussian. At the optlmum Q-switch timing of 235 ps, the pulse has good shot- 
to-shot uniformity and repeatability (>$IS%). However, when the Q-switch timing is 
modified, the manufacturers claim that the beam profile destabilises signdicantly. 
Wlth this in mlnd, the flashlamp voltage was altered to achleve the deslred pulse 
energy. This has the effect of maintaining the Gaussian profile of the laser pulse but 
reducing the number of photons produced in each laser pulse, thus lowering the 
power. 
The actual laser pulse is produced in the Surelite in the following manner. The 
laser rod is a Yttrium Aluminium Garnet crystal, Y2A115012, doped with about between 
0.9 and 1.4% of Nd3' Ions. It measures 115 mm long and has a diameter of 9 mm 
wlth both ends coated tn hard anti-reflection watlngs. The laser head Incorporates 
the rod and a palr of linear flashlamps (Xenon gas at between 1 and 3 atmospheres) 
surrounded by a high br~ll~ance magnesium ox~de diffuser, resulting in high pumplng 
effic~ency in the rod This has the effect of min~mlsing thermal loadlng and reduclng 
power consumption by the laser, creating good pumping homogeneity and 
concomitantly h~gh galn, hlgh quallty beams. The entlre assembly IS cooled wlth an 
onboard reservoir of distilled, deionlsed water 
The flashlamps discharge in 200 ps producing an Intense whlte light pulse. 
This llght 1s absorbed by the crystal and population inversion 1s ach~eved. A Pockels 
Cell creates the actual output pulse as follows As the rad~at~on travels though the 
laser cavlty (defined by the mlrrors at either end), they pass through the assembly to 
the left of F~gure 2, the parts marked 1 to 4. The pulse emerges from the rod 
unpolansed, unt~l it reaches the d~electr~c polariser which is at an angle of 57" to the 
optical axls of the laser. Thls transmits horlzontally polarlsed light to a '/4 wave plate 
which c~rcularly polarises the radiation. With the Pockels cell In the "off" state 
(uncharged, OV), there 1s no change in polar~satlon as the l~ght passes through, 
leavlng the pulse polarization in the same orlentatlon as it entered. The light reflects 
from the mlrror at the back, again enterlng the Pockels cell and going straight through 
to the % wave plate, whtch changes the polarlzat~on to verttcal. On rneetlng the 
d~electric polarlser for the second tlme, the pulse IS rejected and not allowed to re- 
enter the rod as the orlentatlon of the polar~ser is horizontal. The total change In 
polarisation when leavlng and rneetlng the d~electrlc polariser IS, therefore, 90". 
Figure 4 below shows a v~sual representation of the process 
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Figure 4 Laser Operatton - Pockels Cell "OW 
In the above diagram, H stands for horlzontally polar~sed, C for circularly polartsed 
and V for vertically polarlsed. 
With the Pockels Cell In the "on" state (charged, 3 6 kV), a different process 
occurs. The same process 1s repeated unt~l the pulse enters the Pockels Cell for the 
f~rst tlme. The Pockels Cell is a KD*P crystal which, when charged to a voltage of 3.6 
kV, acts like a % wave plate. When the pulse IS incident on the cell, ~t causes a phase 
lag of go", resulting in circularly polar~sed rad~at~on. The pulse IS reflected from the 
mlrror and a further 90" phase lag IS again caused by the cell, leav~ng the pulse 
circularly polarised but 180" out of phase w~th its init~al state enterlng the Pockels 
Cell. The %wave place hor~zontally polar~ses the 11ght again, albe~t 180" out of phase 
to its emergence from the dielectr~c polariser. Wlth the rad~at~on i this state of 
polarisation it passes freely through the d~electric polariser and enters the rod, 
produc~ng a high energy pulse em~tted from the laser (see F~gure 5 below). 
HRhGrror PocKelr Cell at 3600 kV g F  Polallser Laser Head 
F~gure 5 Laser Operat~on - Pockels Cell "On" 
The laser pulse was focussed onto the surface of the target uslng both 
cyl~ndrical and spherical plano-convex lenses All lenses were mounted uslng holders 
that were adjustable in 3 dimens~ons to ensure preclse focuslng on the target. The 
lens material was BK7, wh~ch has a h~gh transmlsslon at 1064 nm, the fundamental 
Nd:YAG frequency and were anti-reflection coated. The smallest slze spot a high 
quality Gaussian laser pulse can be focussed Into m determined by 2 separate factors 
- spher~cal aberratlons due to the optical system and the diffract~on l ~ m ~ t  of the lens 
Itself. The smallest spot d~ameter allowlng for spher~cal aberrat~on of the opt~cal 
system IS given by (Moenke-Blankenberg, 1989). 
where d IS the input laser beam diameter, n IS the refractwe Index of the lens mater~al 
and f IS the focal length. The constant k IS related to the radil of curvature of the lens 
by: 
With l~ght incident on the plane side of a piano-convex lens k = O  while if the beam is 
incident on the convex side (as in all the LIPS experiments conducted in this work), 
k = 1. Thrs means that using a 100 mm spherical plano-convex lens made from BK7 
(n = 1.50669 @ 1060 nm - Melles Griot, 2004) and a beam of diameter 9 mm, a 
minimum spot size of 5.2 pm is achievable. 
If a diffraction-l~mlted system is used then the diffraction-limited diameter dd@ 
IS calculated using (Hecht, 1998): 
The minimum calculated spot size possible using this focussing scheme is 28 8 p m  - 
more than 4 tlmes larger than the size obtained using the spherical aberration 
limitation scheme. This means that the system is predominantly diffraction llmited and 
that the minimum spot slze achievable wlth the laser beam under ideal focuss~ng 
conditions is of the order of 30 pm. 
The target chamber used as part of the experimental system was a simple 
aluminium block with a partially hollowed interior. While the block is cubic with sides 
of 12 5 cm, the interior has been hollowed by simply drilling cylindrical holes through 
the block. Each hole has been drilled from face to opposlte face, the radius of each 
cylrnder is 3.5 cm. This makes for a total internal volume of about 0 75 1. All sides 
were polished to accommodate standard o-ring flanges, which require rubber o-rings 
to form a vacuum tight physical seal between outs~de flttlngs such as windows and 
connectors and the chamber itself. A photo of the chamber is shown in Figure 6. 
The laser pulse entered the target chamber via an interchangeable wlndow on 
the front of the cube. Slnce the debris produced by the laser plasma expands 
perpendicularly to the target surface and the target surface was parallel to the 
window, the inside of the window was subjected to the frequent build-up of ejecta 
from the target. It was necessary to clean or replace the windows regularly 1.e. when 
a stage was reached where it was difficult to see the target through the window, as 
deposition on the window from the target blocked the view to the target - the laser 
itself kept its own pathway through the glass relatively clear. 
Figure 6: Target Chamber 
In order to optically align the system with the spectrometer and CCD camera, 
a helium neon laser was attached to one side of the chamber. This was mounted 
inside a 2-dimensional translation stage and adjusted when the entire system was 
vented i.e. not in vacuum so the laser beam passed straight through the entrance slit 
of the spectrometer, illuminated the centre of the grating and was reflected onto the 
centre of the "exit" arm of the spectrometer when the grating was set to the zero order 
position. It was also important to align the Glass Capillaly Array (GCA, as described 
in Section 3.3.2) with the optical axis. This was done by placing the GCA in its holder 
in the optical axis, shining the laser thmugh it and ensuring the characteristic 
"speckle" pattern was centred on the spectrometer entrance slit. After doing this, the 
target surface could be easily aligned with the optical axis of the experiment by 
moving the surface until the edge of the He-Ne laser beam was blocked by the target. 
The targets themselves were mounted on an externally controlled XYZ stage, 
shown in Figure 7. The target was screwed onto a post, which was coupled to a 
micrometer outside the chamber. The post itself went thmugh a pair of aluminium 
plates that could be adjusted by separate micrometers on the X and Y axes, giving 3 
dimensional control of the target in the chamber. 
F~gure 7 Target Man~pulator 
The Z stage was the most important in the experiment, as th~s tage permitted 
movement of the target Into and out of the opt~cal axis. Uslng thls property and the 
pre-slit described later In thls chapter, spatial segments of the plasma could be 
selected to a good degree of accuracy As the target was moved In the Z axls, the 
lens holder was used to refocus the laser beam onto the target surface by the same 
distance so that identical condit~ons could be studled for variat~ons In d~stance from 
the target surface. Since the targets themselves were cyllndrlcal in shape, a fresh 
surface could be exposed by rotatlng the post. 
The targets used In this work were cr~tlcal for both the val~d~ty and 
repeatability of the experiments performed. A w~de range of targets wlth varylng 
analyte concentrations were purchased from Glen Spectra Reference Materialsm - a 
more complete descr~pt~on of their content is ava~lable in Appendix I3 Targets. For 
Initial studies, a slngle sample w~th a high concentratlon of the analyte was chosen 
and placed in the target chamber. When optlmum conditrons were extrapolated from 
stud~es on the slngle high concentration target, samples wlth varylng concentrat~ons 
of analyte were mach~ned and placed Into a carousel wh~ch had space for up to 6 
targets, shown in Figure 8 
In this way, multiple samples could be studied whilst maintaining both 
atmospheric and spatial conditions. One of the advantages of LIPS is that targets 
require very little preparation for study - this was achieved in vacuum conditions in 
the chamber by firing unfocused laser shots onto the target surface to remove any 
surface contaminants like dirt or, because some of the targets were binary samples 
(samples containing just 2 elements), rust. In addition to these precautions, the target 
surface was rotated in order to expose a fresh surface after every train of shots -this 
reduced possible effects of cratering on the target surface. 
One of the main differences between this series of studies and those 
performed by other research groups is the use of a pre-slit to shield continuum 
radiation near the target surface from the detector. Generally, this is done temporally, 
but a pre-slit allows temporal integration over long periods relative to the lifetime of 
the laser plasma whilst adding the ability to select different spatial regions in the 
plasma where varying conditions may be investigated. 
The pre-slit used in the experiments described in chapters 4 & 5 was simply 
an adjustable slit mounted in the target chamber approximately 30 mm from the 
plasma source. It had a set width of 250 pm, meaning that radiation from a "slice" of 
plasma roughly the same width as that of the pre-slit was unimpeded in its passage 
towards the spectrometer. The pre-slii was fixed on the optical axis, with its alignment 
performed after the major al~gnment of the HelNe laser to the spectrometer's 
entrance and exit slits. 
Glass Capillary Arrays (GCAs) are devices that allow pressure differences to 
exist between 2 separate parts of a vacuum system while leaving the aperture 
between these 2 areas mostly transparent to llght A GCA is basically a glass plate 
with very fine holes bored in it - these are capable of maintaining up to 3 orders of 
magnitude pressure differences between sides, depend~ng on the individual capillary 
diameters and the thickness of the array itself. A microscope image of a GCA is 
shown in Figure 9 below, taken from the Burle Industries lnc. website. The GCA 
shown has a pore diameter of 5 pm. 
Figure 9. M~croscope Image of a Typical GCA, O Burle Industries lnc. 
The Collimated Holes Inc. GCAs used in the experiments were 25 mm in 
diameter, 3 mm thick and had a pore diameter of 50 pm. Made from lead-alkali 
silicate, they weren't transparent to VUV radiation but information from the 
manufacturer stated that they had a 50% open area 1.e. 50% of normally inc~dent 
radiation is transmitted. As will be explained later on in section 3 4 4, the 
spectrometer's entrance slit was large compared to the radiat~on wavelength and, as 
such, dispersion across the entire grating was impossible. Light from the plasma itself 
IS rad~ated in all directions though, so the maximum acceptance angle of the GCA 
(i.e. the largest angle light from the plasma could go through the GCA at) became 
important. This can be calculated from the simple formula: 
If we take D to be the pore diameter (50 pm) and I to be the thickness of the 
GCA (3 mm), we end up with an acceptance angle of just under 1" or about 17 mrad. 
3.4 I M ARC VM-521 VUV SPECTROMETERICONCAVE GRATING 
The spectrometer used was a 1 m normal incidence Acton Research 
Corporation VM-521 using a 1200 gTowes/mm Bausch and Lomb AI*MgFz coated 
holographically-ruled diffraction grating. The stated spectral range of the 
spectrometer is from 30 to 325 nm but in actuality this is reduced by the efficiency of 
the grating and detector at higher wavelengths. The lower limit is considered to be 
the transition wavelength between VUV and EUVIXUV radiation, as grazing 
incidence spectrometers must be used due to poor reflectivity of normal and near 
notmal incidence devices below this. 
Figure 10: ARC VM-521 Spectrometer 
The AIIMgF* coating on the grating means that there is enhanced reflection 
efficiency at VUV wavelengths. The spectrometer uses an off-Rowland circle mount 
for the diffraction grating. This means that, if an image is in focus on the entrance slit 
of the spectrometer, it will be in focus on the exit slit. How this works is explained in 
more detail below, the theoly therein is taken substantially from Samson (1967) with 
subsequent, more specific elucidation by Doyle (1995) and Meighan (2000). 
Gratlng Normal  Rawland Clrcle Olarneter R 
F~gure 11 Rowland Circle 
The Rowland circle, as shown in F~gure 11, 1s the name glven to a 
spectrometerlgrat~ng comb~nat~on that bases its operation on havlng a concave 
gratlng w ~ t h  radius of curvature R w~th entrance and exit sl~ts located on an 
extrapolated c~rcle of radius R/2 Th~s not only glves the d~spers~on properties of a 
plane d~ffract~on gratlng, but also adds the focusing quallt~es of a concave mirror 
The grattng ts placed in the spectrometer as in F~gure 12 so that both the 
entrance slit and CCD camera face he on the Rowland c~rcle when the gratlng IS at 
the zero order i.e. both the ~nc~dent and reflectedld~spersed rad~atlon occur at an 
angle of 7 5" to the gratlng normal in the case of the diffraction gratlng currently in 
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F~gure 12 ARC VM 521 VUV Spectrometer Schematic 
3.4.1 GENERAL THEORY OF THE CONCAVE DIFFRACTION GRATING 
We start by imaglnlng a concave gratlng In a Cartes~an co-ordlnate system. If 
the centre of the gratlng lies at point 0 ,  the x and z axes he perpendicular and parallel 
to the grating respectlvely, as shown In Figure 13 below. Cons~der an object light 
source A on the entrance s l~t  w~th the corresponding Image formed at 6, the Image 
plane, and a polnt Pbelng any arbltraiy point on the gratlng itself. In order for 2 light 
rays to constructively Interfere and produce an Image at polnt B, the path length 
between them must be an Integer number of wavelengths 1.e. mA where m 1s the 
spectral order of the rad~ation. When we cons~der reflect~on from 2 adjacent grooves 
("lines") on a ruled diffract~on gratlng a d~stance wapart, we can surmlse that the path 
d~fference between the 2 rays IS now mAw/d where d is  the inter-groove spaclng, the 
number of l~nes per mm of gratlng using S.1 units. 
Figure 13 Image Format~on Schernat~c (after Samson) 
In order to focus l~ght from Aonto Bfrom any polnt P o n  the d~ffraction gratlng, 
the path length taken by the l~ght rays must satisfy the equatlon 
In equation [3 51, 
2 2 (AP) =(x-u) +(y-w)2+(z-~)2 P.61 
(BP)' =(x'-u)Z +(y'- w)' +(z l -I ) '  P.71 
F is called the Optical Path Funct~on and represents the d~screte lengths light 
must travel In order to be focused onto B for any ~ntermed~ate point P on the 
d~ffract~on gratlng. 
Both [3.6] and [3.71 can be rewritten using cyl~ndrical co-ordinates, uslng 
x = Y cos a, y = r s i n a ,  x'= r 'cosp and y' = r'sinp. Fermat's principle of least 
time can be used to state that point B is  located in such a way that the path funct~on F 
will be an extreme for any point P. In the case of a f~xed entrylex~t vacuum 
spectrometer, A and B are flxed and P can be any polnt on the surface of the 
d~ffract~on grating. This leads us to the conclusion that for F to  be an extreme, 
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In the Ideal case, both expressions in [3 81 could be satisfled s~multaneously 
to obta~n a perfect focus at a po~nt B. Th~s IS, unfortunately, ~mposs~ble using a 
concave grating. In practice, there are 2 focal polnts in the system: a horizontal or 
"primary" focal polnt where llght 1s focused vertically i.e. Into tight l~nes and a vertical 
or "secondary" focus where l~ght 1s focused onto a horizontal plane. The first case 1s 
desirable for spectroscopic systems as the maxlmum resolut~on of spectral l~nes can 
be ach~eved w~th a t~ght hor~zontal focus 
To get the best prlmary focal polnt for B, the follow~ng cond~t~on must be 
satisfled: 
cos2 a cos2 j cosa+cosp 
-+-= 
Y Y' R P.91 
where Ris the rad~us of curvature of the d~ffract~on grating. 
The vert~cal focus is Important when consider~ng the astigmatism (1.e. how 
well focused the spectrum 1s at the exit of the spectrometer) of the spectroscopic 
system and is expressed by 
Using Fermat's prlnclple of least tlme again, it can be shown that for the 
central ray w~th path AOB, 
Realistically, (2/?)tends to 0 for real systems as the ratlo of the Image he~ght 
(z) to the distance it travels to the gratlng surface (0 IS small, in the case of the VM- 
521 spectrometer, (2/?) reaches a maximum of 2.5 x 10.' when the entrance sl~t 1s
fully illuminated as the full he~ght of the entrance slit is 10 mm while r 1s 995.4 mm. 
Applying th~s to [3.8], we end up w~th the fam~l~ar grating equation: 
fml l=d(s ina*s inp)  [3.12] 
The 2 IS present because of the presence of both "~nside" and "outside" orders 
of d~spersed l~ght - the outs~de order (negative) IS where the spectrum lies between 
the central Image ( a  = p) and the grating tangent, the ~ns~de  order 1s where the 
spectrum lies between the central image and the gratlng normal. The VM-521 
spectrometer uses the spectrum on the ins~de order, so only the pos~tive case of [3.9] 
is needed to describe the d~spersion characterist~cs of the spectrometerlgrat~ng set- 
up 1.e. the following grating equation is used: 
mil = d(sma-sinp) [3.13] 
since aand Plie on opposite sides of the grating normal. 
3.4.2 DISPERSION 
D~spersion refers to the way different wavelengths are distributed across the 
Rowland circle - the most commonly used phrase, angular dispersion, refers to the 
grating's ability to disperse radiation of different wavelengths per unit angle, aplail. 
This can be determined (assuming a fixed angle of incidence) by differentiating 
13.131: 
A more useful property of the grating to know is the Reciprocal Linear 
Dispersion, dNdl which gives us the degree to which radiation is dispersed along the 
Rowland circle. The llnear d~sperslon of the system can be re-expressed to include 
APin the following manner 
If Rnp= A[ then [3.15] becomes 
From [3.14] we then have the expression for the Plate Factor 
where i/d is the number of ruled lines per millimetre on the grating and R is the 
radius of curvature of the Rowland circle measured in metres. As such, these 
expresslons are not entirely suitable for a complete description of the spectrometric 
system as they assume a fixed angle of incidence. That would require that the exit 
arm be rotatable about the Rowland circle which is an impractical solution for most 
laboratory applications. Luckily, an O?FRow/and Mount may be used to compensate 
for this shortcoming. 
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The off-Rowland mounting system for a concave grating 1s based on moving 
the grating on a fixed path through an angle I3 to the grating normal. When the gratlng 
IS unrotated, the angles of incidence and reflection are the same i.e. a= p, 8= 0 and 
the centre of the Rowland clrcle remalns on the b~sector of the entrance arms 
However, when the gratlng 1s rotated so that a portion of the ~nside spectrum appears 
on the exit sl~rldetector, the grating and concomitantly the Rowland circle undergo a 
rotation & displacement through some angle I3 & d~stance x respectively as can be 
seen in F~gure 14 below. 
F~gure 14 Spectrometer In Normal lnc~dence and Near Normal lnc~dence Conf~gurat~ons 
In F~gure 14 we can see that the entrance s l~ t  and exit slitldetector have 
undergone translations through distances designated sand  s'respectively with the 
gratlng be~ng moved a d~stance xalong the gratlng normal. We can construct from 
the above d~agram that 
Rcosa+s=Rcos,L-s' 13.181 
where RIS the rad~us of curvature of the gratlng. Lett~ng a. be the angle subtended by 
the entrance arm at 0 = 0 (7 5"), we can say that if the angular change in a over the 
observed wavelength range is small and we assume s = s'that 
s =Rs~na,smB [3 191 
Uslng Figure 14, we see that 
R=x+GP, 13 201 
Since 
GP, zRcos0 [3.21] 
we see that the hear  movement xalong the bisector of the spectrometer's entrance 
and exit arms can be wrltten as 
x =  R(l-cos8) [3.22] 
The l~terature accompanylng the spectrometer states that for the device's 
operating range of 30 - 325 nm, the gratlng w~ll  rotate from 0" to 20". Therefore, the 
total linear translation of the grating along the gratlng normal N(from F~gure 14) uslng 
equatlon [3.22] will be from 0 to 60 mm. 
The gratlng currently used in the VM-521 spectrometer is blazed for 80 nm 
radiat~on in the flrst order. This term refers to the amount of inc~dent rad~at~on o  the 
gratlng of a certain wavelength d~spersed In flrst order 1.e. the grating works most 
efficiently at reflect~ng l~ght at 80 nm. 
3.4.4 RESOLUTION 
Spectral features are sa~d to be barely resolvable if the maximum polnt of one 
llne falls at the mlnimum of another (Smith & Klng, 2000) I e 2 llnes can be resolved 
if the "saddle po~nt" (1.e. the depressron between two spectral peaks that are close 
together) between them IS 8/nZ (about 81%) of the maxlmum llne intenslty, as 
explained more thoroughly In Hecht (1998). 
Mod~f~cat~ons to thls crlterlon have been made by Nam~oka (1959) implying 
that the correlat~on between spectral maximum and mlnimum are unnecessary; the 
8/n2 parameter 1s st111 requlred however. The theoretical llmlt to the resolving power 
of an instrument IS glven by 
A,L? = a 
Nd cos /3 
The resolving power ill is def~ned as ALI2.. If AA is expressed in terms of A,L? , we 
see that 
Using [3.14] and [3.23], we redeflne the above as 
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where m is  the order of the rad~at~on a d NIS the number of illuminated grooves. An 
alternative form used primarily by Nam~oka (1959) states that 
In this case, Wis the width of the gratlng exposed to radiation. 
The resolut~on of the Instrument at a specif~c wavelength is opt~mised for 
dlscrete ~lluminated w~dths of the gratlng, WopT On analysls of the optical path 
functlon, Nam~oka (1961) calculated this w~dth to be 
cos acosp 
(sin2 a cos p + sin2 p cos a)  I. 
where R IS the radlus of curvature of the diffract~on grating, ais the angle of inc~dence 
on the grating and ,B IS the angle of d~ffract~on. From [3.24], we can see that Wop~ 
changes for varylng wavelengths. Mack, Stehn and Edlen have showed that when W 
IS less than or equal to 0.85(Ww,), then the resolving power R IS as [3.26] and 
[3.27]. 
The actual illuminated wldth of the dlffract~on grating In the experlments 
conducted and reported in chapters 4 & 5 is s~gn~flcantly lower than WoP? 
Cons~dering the GCA and spectrometer entrance s l~t  alone, the GCA has an 
acceptance angle of 17 mrad (sectlon 3.3.2), the maxlmum lllum~nated gratlng w~dth 
IS about 33 mm, sl~ghtly more than a third of the grating's 96 mm width. A maximum 
theoretical resolving power $3 IS then calculated to be about 40,000. In practice, this 
flgure is far lower due to lmperfectlons on the gratlng surface, the w~dth of the 
entrance sl~t and most ~mportantly In thls case, the pixel size of the CCD camera on 
the exlt arm of the spectrometer Information on the spectrometer prov~ded by the 
manufacturer states that for the current gratlng, the resolving power of the 
spectrometer at the blaze wavelength of 80 nm and for an entrance sl~t  w~dth of 10 
wm IS 5,700. 
The Instrumental w~dth of an opt~cal component is the degree to which 
discrete l~nes are broadened over a spectral range by components of an optical 
system, as opposed to broadening by processes assoc~ated with the plasma Itself 
Using equation [3.17], the gratlng plate factor, we can derlve an expression for the 
grating d~spers~on for varylng angles of ~nc~dence to the grating. From F~gure 14, we 
see that since both entrance and exit arms of the spectrometer are at 7.Y to the 
normal, we can assume that at a different angle of Incidence I e. when the gratlng has 
been rotated in order to d~sperse a different wavelength range onto the exrt, 
n = 7.5 + 8 andp = 7.5-8, where 0 IS the angle through which the grating has 
been rotated. The gratlng equation 1s now rewritten as 
mA=d(sin7.5cosB+cos7.5sin~-sin7.5coscos0+cos7.5sin8) 13.291 
wh~ch reduces to 
mA = 2d(cos7.5sin0) 
The linear d~spers~on is redef~ned in terms of 68so that 
where 
and 
The reciprocal llnear dlspers~on of the gratlng as a functlon of gratlng angle 1s now 
written in its f~nal form as be~ng 
6A0 - d cos 7.5 cos 8 
-- [3.34] 
61 mR 
At the blaze wavelength of 80 nm where the gratlng IS at an angle of 2.75" to the 
gratlng normal, the dispers~on 1s calculated to be about 0.829 nmlmm, wh~ch agrees 
well w~th the manufacturer's stated dispersion of 0 83 nmlmm 
We can now estlmate the actual resolving power of the system. Nam~oka 
(1961) has defined AA as 
For a standard slit width of 5 0 p m ,  the corresponding Instrumental w~dth of the 
grat~nglspectrometer 1s 0.042 nm. 
Slnce the Andor CCD camera (chapter 3.5) 1s 26.6 mm wrde and has 1024 
p~xels along th~s axls, we know that the camera has a capture interval of about 22 nm 
from end to end. It also means that the spectral d~stance between pixels is about 
0.0215 nm. A prevrous estimation by Khater uslng low pressure Helrum and Argon 
d~scharges in the 75 - 85 nm range produced llnes whlch had a Full Wldth at Half 
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Maximum (FWHM) of about 2.1 pixels. Thus, the instrumental width of the entire 
optical system was 0.045 at 80 nm, a good comparison to the theoretically calculated 
value of 0.042 nm. The resolving power 93 of the system using the values above is 
approximately 1780 at 80 nm using a 50 ,urn entrance slit width. 
3.5 ANDOR TECHNOLOGY CCD CAMERA 
The radiation detection system used in the LIPS experiments was a back- 
illuminated, VUV-sensitive Andor Technology CCD camera; model number DV420- 
BN. CCD cameras are, very basically, devices which convert photons into electronic 
charge that can be quantified easily. The CCD chip is a 2 dimensional array of Metal 
Oxide Semiconductor (MOS) capacitors. A single capacitor ("pixel") is shown in 
Figure 15 (after Holst, 1996). 
VGATE & Metal Electrode 
I Depletion I / Region j (P-Type Silicon) 
Figure 15: P-Type Silicon MOS Gate (after Holst, 1996) 
When a positive voltage is applied to the gate of the sensor, the holes in the 
p-type material are filled with electrons and they virtually migrate towards the ground 
of the device. When the sensor is used to quantify and measure light intensity, 
photons are incident on the surface of the sensor and penetrate gate structure to a 
certain degree. As they pass through the gate structure and into the depletion region 
of the sensor, either one or more electron-hole pairs are produced. It's these positive 
or negative charges that can then be read and interpreted as light intensity. It should 
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be noted that Figure 15 is not to scale - the depletion region produced is on the 
nml~lm scale, whereas the bulk chip is generally millimetres thick. 
The gate structure is the main cause of losses in front-illuminated systems, as 
it will absorb photons to a varying degree down to about 350 nm, below which nearly 
all of the incident radiation is absorbed by the gate Indeed, for an electron-hole pair 
to be produced in the first place the wavelength of the incident photon must be at 
least 11 00 nm as the bandgap in silicon is about 1.2 eV. For detection at wavelengths 
lower than 350 nm, a back-illuminated or back-thinned chip is used. Such chips 
operate in reverse compared to the usual front-illuminated arrays in that the gate 
structure is noton the side of the sensor facing the incoming radiation This way, the 
radiation can be absorbed directly by the depletion region by thinning the bulk 
semiconductor mater~al until it appears to be transparent, about 10 - 15 ,urn thick 
(Andor Technology, 2006). 
When the light has been collected, charge for each pixel must then be read 
and transferred to a computer. In the DV-420BN, this is done using the Progressive 
Scan readout method, as shown in Figure 17 on the following page This means that 
by "clocking" the array of pixels 1.e. alternating the gate voltage on each pixel, the 
charge on each pixel can be transferred down into a dev~ce which both collects and 
addresses each charge called the shift register The shift register can then pass the 
train of electronic pulses through an amplifier and on to a 16 bit digitising card in a PC 
so an image or spectrum can be seen on the computer screen. The 16 bit digitiser 
has the limitation of only being able to read up to 216 counts from the CCD camera, so 
the camera in use has a saturation level of 65536 counts/pixei. 
In the LIPS experiments conducted in chapters 4 & 5, the camera was used in 
"full vertical binning" mode When a CCD camera is binned, it means that all the 
charges accumulated from specified pixels are added together. Full vertical binning 
refers to charges from an entlre vert~cal column of pixels being summed. An unb~nned 
image on the CCD camera chip is shown below in Figure 16. 
Figure 16. Unb~nned CCD Camera Image 
Readout Reaister 
Figure 17. Full Frame CCD Chip 
Binning has 2 advantages - it reduces the norse present in the spectra as the 
noise on each pixel 1s not amplrfied ind~vidually and it also increases the readout 
speed. An incorrectly aligned CCD camera may affect spectra however, with spectral 
lines being summed in several columns. The 16 bit saturation limit also applies in full 
vertical binnrng mode, so saturation levels displayed by the camera software are a 
maxlmum of 65536 counts/column. 
The quantum efficiency of the CCD camera is a measure of the sensitivity of 
the camera at varying wavelengths of incident radiation. As mentioned previously, 
front-illuminated cameras tend to be opaque to radiation below about 350 nm -these 
cameras are said to have a quantum efficiency of = 0 at these wavelengths. On the 
other hand, a perfect camera would be said to have a quantum efficiency of 1 i.e 
every photon incident on the detector face would be absorbed into the depletion 
region in each pixel. In practice, CCD cameras lie somewhere in between these two 
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extremes. For the DV-420BN, In its normal operating range of 30 - 130 nm the 
quantum efficlency lies between 19 and 42% respectively. At the 
spectrometerlgrating blaze wavelength of 80 nm, the efficlency 1s 30% (after private 
communicat~on with the manufacturer). 
Nose in the camera was dealt with in two ways. The first was coollng of the 
CCD chip A Pelt~er-type cooler permlts thermoelectric coollng of the CCD chip to 
temperatures as low as -40" C without an external water flow and -80" C with. Slnce 
such extreme temperatures can damage the CCD ch~p due to ambient water vapour 
condensation, the camera was cooled to -20" C In normal operatlon. At thls 
temperature, the darkx current was reduced to a spec~f~ed level of about 3 
electronslp~xel/second. 
Noise was removed from spectra by subtracting a pre-recorded background 
spectrum, something done automat~cally by the camera software. Background 
spectra were taken in exactly the same conditions as the spectra themselves but 
wlthout the laser in operatlon. In thls way, the background count was reduced 
dramat~cally. Test spectra consisted of 20 accurnulat~ons, so a corresponding 
background spectrum was recorded in each case This resulted In an average 
background value of about 100 counts (dependent on distance from the target and 
pulse energy) for each column of pixels, givlng an average noise value of 0.02 
counts/p~xel/shot 
As prev~ously mentioned, alr absorbs VUV rad~atlon. This means that 
experlments must be performed in vacuum conditions if the exper~mentalist wlshes to 
observeVUV spectral features. Lucklly, below a pressure of about 0.1 mBar, alr can 
be cons~dered perfectly transparent to VUV rad~at~on for short path lengths (Henke, 
Gull~kson & Dav~s, 1993). These pressures are relatively slmple to reach using 
modern vacuum pumps. Two stage rotary pumps were sufflc~ent on both the target 
chamber and spectrometer, w~th small (50 Ilmln) and large (150 Ilm~n) turbomolecular 
pumps attached as secondary stages respectively on each. An ultlmate pressure of 2 
x rnBar was reached on the spectrometer in normal operation, while a sl~ghtly 
h~gher pressure of 3.5 x 10-"Bar was ach~eved on the target chamber, due to its 
larger number of ports. Both target chamber and spectrometer had Plranl and 
Penning gauges attached to monitor pressures on a constant basis. In the instances 
where gases other than air were present m the target chamber, the pressure gauge 
had a user~controlled correction factor that can be changed from the gauge controller. 
In experiments where ambient gases were used in the target chamber, a 
needle valve was used to regulate pressure in the chamber from the gas lines. 
Pressures up to 1 mBar were used in the target chamber which meant that the 
pressure in the spectrometer rose, since the aforementioned GCA is capable of 
maintaining only 3 orders of magnitude differences in pressure. This meant a rise in 
the spectrometer pressure up to mBar, low enough that a significant change in 
detection conditions was avoided 
Synchronisation in laser plasma experiments is very important given the 
transient nature of the plasmas created. S~nce the typical emission lifetime of a laser 
plasma in vacuum is of the order of microseconds, it is important that the appropriate 
radiation collection systems have the capability of being finely manipulated to a high 
degree of preclslon. As such, the tlmlng in the LIPS experiments was controlled 
almost exclusively by the CCD camera software in the following manner. 
The Surelite 111-10 is capable of operating on its own internal timing structure 
or it can be controlled externally. The more accurate of the two is the full external 
triggering scheme which has a jitter of t 1 ns, as compared to the semi-external 
mode which has a jmer of ? 10 ns. This means that triggering of both the flashlamps 
and the Pockels cell by an external source is required In this instance, the Stanford 
Research Systems model DG535 delay generator was used The DG535 is capable 
of producing extremely sharp TTL pulses of very low width at a fixed frequency, has 
several outputs that can be synchronised with one another and can also be triggered 
externally. Here, the DG535 was triggered externally uslng the Multl 110 box provlded 
wlth the CCD camera. The tlming scheme used for experiments is shown on the next 
page in Figure 18 All the pulses shown are 5 VTTL. 
I 
Flgure 18' Exper~mental Timing Scheme 
The laser operates at a frequency of 9.882 Hz whlch cannot be changed. 
Ow~ng to thls, the above timing scheme is repeated at this frequency for the desirable 
number of repetltlons At To, the camera is sw~tched on using software provlded wrth 
the camera In the camera's own Internal tlmlng, the accumulate cycle IS the amount 
of time between each exposure 1.e the trme when the CCD ch~p captures l~ght. This 
IS determined by the cycle tlme of the laser, so the accumulate cycle tlme is 102 ms. 
This corresponds to an exposure time of 39 ms, shown as "camera 'on"' ~n Figure 18 
There IS a short time between the camera switching on and the delay generator 
sendrng the flrst pulse to the laser, the flashlamp trlgger pulse which IS 10 ps in 
duration, The second pulse is the Pockels Cell pulse i.e the pulse which switches on 
the Pockels Cell, also 10 vs long. Thls is sometimes used as a method of controlling 
laser energy, although the spat~al character~stics of the beam suffer as a result (see 
section 3.2). The laser pulse itself IS produced at the rlsing edge of the Pockels Cell 
pulse, and has a duratlon of 6 ns. After the laser pulse has Impacted the target 
surface, the plasma is produced, observed and extinguished before the 
commencement of the next pulse train. 
The equipment used in the VUV LIPS experlments has been described w~th 
the method in whlch it was used explained The major features of the experimental 
components lncludlng the spectrometer & gratlng, the CCD camera and the Nd:YAG 
laser have all been lndivldually expounded on and each part they play detailed. The 
phys~cal process that each part works on was def~ned as \s relevant to the 
experiments In the follow~ng chapters. 
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CHAPTER IV: SULPHUR DETECTION IN STEEL: 
VACUUM CONDITIONS 
E xperimental work on sulphur detection in steel matrices began with investigations of detectable sulphur lines in the Vacuum Ultraviolet region of the spectrum under vacuum conditions. 
This work was used to form an initial understanding of the emission 
characteristics and the best wavelength region rn which to perform basic 
spectroscopic studies. Surveys of the VUV region were conducted 
under a varied number of parameters - the most salient results and 
subsequent detection limits for sulphur are presented here. 
As a precursor to the ultimate goal of reducing the achievable detection limit 
of sulphur in steel, an initial investigation into sulphur emission under vacuum 
conditions was conducted. This initial parameterised study forms a baseline for 
comparison of the vacuum VUV technique against other, similar studies made on 
sulphur detection using LIPS and also possible further investigations into sulphur 
detection using the VUV region. As a study of sulphur emission in different 
conditions, an understanding of emission under vacuum was the simplest starting 
point for a wider investigation into the characteristics of the laser plasma and how the 
various components behave in diierent conditions. 
4.1.1 VUV TRANSMISSION COEFFICIENTS 
Several sulphur lines in the deep VUV (below 100 nm) have been used as 
both temperature (Curdt, 1997) and density (Laming, 1997) diagnostics for 
applications in stellar physics, but to date no group has used these deep VUV lines 
for quantitative analysis using LIPS. The reasons for these are twofold - experiments 
in the V W  tend to be more difficult to perform than experiments in the UV, visible or 
IR ranges as vacuum systems must be used due to significant atmospheric 
absorption of VUV radiation as seen below in Figure 1 (CXRO Matter Interaction 
Calculator). 
Figure 1: Calculated Gas Transmission C u ~ e s  for VUV Radiation at Different Pressures (1 m 
path length) 
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As plotted, it can clearly be seen that VUV transmission in the m ~ d  to deep VUV 
range is poor for pressures ranglng from atmospheric pressure down to 1 mBar. Only 
below pressures of 1 mBar do the transmlsslon coeffic~ents start to increase to 
acceptable levels for emlssion spectroscopy. All data has been plotted for 
transmission through air for a total distance of 1 m uslng the CXRO lnteractlon tool 
(ref CXRO). Slnce most LlPS appllcatlons (espec~ally analysrs of industrially 
Important metals) are geared towards online analys~s of materials, the VUV reglon 
has several critlcal shortcomings that have limited the study of thls area, the maln 
one belng the need for evacuated apparatus, agaln due to atmospheric absorpt~on. 
A solut~on used by Sturm et al. was to use VUV llnes In the near VUV 1.e. llnes 
above 175 nm. At thls wavelength, absorpt~on by air isn't crltlcally s~gn~ficant to the 
result of the experlment and elemental llnes can be resolved reasonably unperturbed 
by the arnb~ent atmosphere. Thls approach 1s satisfactory for many appllcatlons, but 
ultimate sensltlvltles tend to l ~ e  with the stronger resonant emission lines, which are 
found deeper In the spectrum. One poss~ble change in the experimental apparatus for 
an Industrial conflgurat~on of the vacuum system would be to forego the use of a 
turbomolecular pump on the spectrometer - this would further reduce the equipment 
cost whllst still producing an ultimate pressure approaching mBar. At thls 
pressure, radrat~on from the laser plasma has a 90% or greater transmission 
coeff~cient through the spectrometer - perfectly acceptable for emlsslon spectroscopy. 
4.2: TIME INTEGRATED SPACE RESOLVED LlPS 
T~me-Integrated Space-Resolved (TISR) LlPS IS a breakaway from the 
standard LlPS experlment often seen in the literature (e.g. Hemmerlln, 2000). These 
standard stud~es generally explo~t he temporal nature of the laser-produced plasma, 
using a tlme-gated detector to capture different expansion stages of the plasma. As 
discussed in chapter 2, one of the maln features of a laser-produced plasma is the 
broadband continuum emission produced In the lnitlal stages of plasma formation 
and expansfon. As the plasma cools and expands, the continuum emlssion from the 
hot plasma dies off and 1s replaced by a longer-lived line emlsslon phase. A tlme- 
resolved detector has the advantage of non-capture In these early stages wlth 
capture times optimised for llne emlssion phases later in the plasma. One 
disadvantage 1s that line emlsslon from these early stages of the laser-produced 
plasma expansion a also blocked. This emlsston 1s generally more Intense than that 
produced at later times, but w~th the continuum emrssion correspond~ngly high it is 
~mpractlcal to study emlsslon at thls polnt slnce the most relevant figures in the 
techn~que are line emission intensity and the standard deviat~on in the background 
emission levels. Figure 2 (after Eliezer, 2002) IS a representation of a typical laser- 
produced plasma - note the spatial distribution of the hot and cold zones in the 
plasma. 
X-Ray. VUV. UV. Vls~blr 
Radiallo" 
Cooled. Expmded Plasma 
Figure 2 Typical Laser-Produced Plasma (After Eliezer, 2002) 
The solution used in the present work is one based on the spatial 
characteristics of the continuum radiation in the plasma. As the plasma expands out 
from the target surface, continuum emission is replaced by line emission due to a 
drop off in the electron density and temperature in the plasma (Radziemski & 
Cremers, 1989). This means that radiation from the entire durat~on of the laser- 
produced plasma lifetime can be captured if the zone close to the target surface is 
shielded from the spectrometric system. This was achieved with the pre-slit, as 
described in chapter 3, section 3.3.1 Figure 3 shows the difference in spectra (taken 
with identical plasma formation conditions) at different distances from the target's 
surface. An interesting feature to note is that the line emlssion decreases by about 
half for each 0.5 mm step in distance from the target surface. 
Figure 3: lntensityValiation with Spatial Distance - 100 mm Spherical Lens 
The conditions under which the spectra were recorded were an accumulation 
of 20 820 mJ pulses focussed using a 100 mm planoconvex lens at a depth of 1 mm 
below the target surface. It can clearly be seen from the above figure that there are 
marked differences in both the intensity and underlying structure of the plasma 
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spectra as the perpendicular sampling distance increases. The black spectrum at the 
top of figure 3 IS that of the laser-produced plasma captured at the target surface (0 
mm) and shows the typical sloped shape of continuum emisslon from the laser- 
produced plasma overlaid with line emission from later stages of the laser-produced 
plasma as it expands and cools. As the distance increases, the radiation intensity 
concomitantly decreases - it is uslng this property that optimtsatlon stud~es are 
conducted 
Effects can be seen for changes in experimental conditions such as a 
variation of the laser spot size, a variation in the lnc~dent power density and 
considerations like the width of the spectrometer's entrance slit. All of these 
parameters must be varied in order to find optimal conditions for analysis of the 
sulphur levels in the laser plasma As discussed in chapter 2, sectlon 2.6, these 
parameters can have a signlflcant influence on the sensitivity of the analytical 
technique. 
As conditions influencing the formation of the laser-produced plasma are 
changed, the signal to background ratlo of line emission to background emission in 
the spectrum changes accordingly. As explained in chapter 2, sectlon 2.6, the Limit of 
Detection (LOD) is calculated using a ratio of the standard deviation (0) to the slope 
of a line called the callbratton curve which plots the intensity of a spectral feature 
against the concentratlon of the emitting species in the target. The general trend IS to 
use the signal to background ratio of a spectrum to gauge the merit of a set of 
parameters in comparison with one another. In the present study, the author used the 
signal div~ded by the actual standard deviation in the background levels of each 
spectrum in order to more accurately observe the optimum conditions for analytical 
study since the standard deviat~on is the actual figure used in the LOD calculations 
Conditions can be modified in such a way as to show where samples may be 
analysed with the greatest sensitivity by observing where the Slgnal to Standard 
Deviation Ratio (SSDR) peaks. In the following sections, the laser-produced plasma 
, 
formation parameters are modified systemat~cally in order to determine the initiation 
condit\ons where the TISR-LIPS technique can be applted most successfully. Flrst of 
all however, a suitable line was required so that a truly comparative study was 
possible. 
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Choosrng a llne as a basis for analytical stud~es on spectra can pose some 
difficult~es for the expermenter. Spectral lrne databases such as the Kurucz onllne 
atomic line database (ref. Kurucz), Kelly's tables onllne (ref. Kelly) and the NIST 
onllne atomic spectra database (ref. NIST) are essent~al sources of ~nformat~on on 
llne posltlon and theoretical relatlve Intensity values whlch are useful when spectra 
are to be cal~brated and llnes In them attrrbuted to elements and their respectlve 
ionlsatlon stages. The detector software itself has no cal~brat~on tables for the type of 
spectrometer used in these experiments, so manual cal~brat~on of l~ne wavelength 
must be performed In thls case, some cr~tical lnformatlon on the camera and 
spectrometer d~spersion IS known. From prevlous calculat~ons In chapter 3, we know 
that the dlspers~on across the camera face 1s a lrttle over 21 nm Slnce the method of 
d~spersion of the spectrometer gratlng means that the wavelength "dralled in" to the 
spectrometer is the central wavelength on the camera face, estimates of llne 
wavelengths can then be made uslng the available databases and prev~ously 
cal~brated spectral lines. 
A survey of the VUV region was conducted in order to see whlch sulphur 
llnes were observable In the wavelength range of the instrumentation. The lower llmlt 
of the spectrometer 1s 30 nm and the upper practical llmlt IS about 140 nm - this 1s 
due to second order rad~ation from the blaze angle of the spectrometer grating 
(Chapter 3, sectlon 3.4.3) belng detected at higher wavelengths and ~nterfering w~th 
the natural first order rad~atron from the laser-produced plasma. The basic premise of 
the survey was to flnd a "wlndow" In the Iron emlssron whlch correlates w~th emlsslon 
from a strong sulphur h e .  It should be noted at this polnt that many LIPS studles are 
hampered by the so called "matr~x effect" (Wlnefordner et al., 2004) - background 
emiss~on from the major constituent of the sample can sometimes swamp emlsslon 
from minor elements In the sample thus rendering the analyt~cal techn~que less 
sensltrve than hoped for. The matrlx can also have an effect on the cal~brat~on curve 
of an element due to the poss~brl~ty of some spectral informat~on from the lrne under 
analysls belng hidden In the background count. By ensuring that llnes are only 
measured rn matrlx windows, it can be assumed that any lines rn these windows are 
from minor elements In the target. These llnes can then be assessed for use in an 
analytical capacity. 
4.3.1 LIPS LINE SELECTION 
The follow~ng serles of graphs (F~gure 4) are typ~cal of the spectral survey 
throughout the entire practical VUV range Intensities in each graph are to the same 
scale, while plasma formation conditions remain constant 20 laser shots focussed by 
a 100 mm spher~cal plano-convex lens, defocused forward Into the target 1 mm with 
all targets under vacuum -the spectra themselves were recorded at a drstance of 2 
mm from the target surface to avoid "contaminat~on" from the continuum element of 
the laser plasma. The target used was a "blnary" - a target composed of only two 
elements, in this case Iron and sulphur (the sulphur content is 0.68%). 
h asoo 
1500 
,000 
Flgure 4 VUV Emlsslon Survey A) 40 - 60 nm, B) 60 - 80 nm, C) 80 - 100 nm, D) 100 - 120 
nm, E) 120 - 140 nm 
The flrst major feature of thls spectrum is the large emlssion band running 
from 50 nm to just over 75 nm. Malnly composed of ~ e "  Ions, thls area IS clearly 
unsu~table for sulphur analys~s due to h~gh matrlx effects. A strong sulphur llne (s3+, 
66.14 nm) IS occluded by th~s band. A sharp decrease In emlsslon by all elements 
runs from 100 to 140 nm, w~th  spectra belng composed of weakly emlnlng Iron and 
sulphur llnes. A slgn~ficant feature of spectrum 6, however, is observed near 80 nm. 
Thls seemingly Isolated line is, in fact the resonant s4' transltlon at 78.65 nm. From 
the recorded spectrum, rt can be seen that there are few llnes in proximity and that 
the line itself IS a strong. Another fortu~tous factor w~ th  thls line IS that it l~es  very close 
to the blaze wavelength of the spectrometer gratlng. 
Using Kelly's tables and the llne lntenslty values observed In the spectral 
survey, several sulphur lines were chosen to compare sultablllty for optlmisation 
F~gure 5 below shows the lines under comparison 
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Figure 5: A) S IV - 66 142 nm, B) S IV - 75 03 nrn, C) S V - 78.65 nrn, D) S VI - 93.3 nrn 
The red llnes in the above serles of graphs represent curve flts to the spectral 
l~nes using Mlcrocal OrlglnTM curve f~tting and data man~pulat~on software. For further 
inforrnat~on about spectral curve fittlng In this work, please refer to Appendlx 1. Table 
1 below 1s a comparison between the relevant attributes of each of the llnes 
presented. 
Table 1: Line Com~arlson 
As seen in the table and from the prevlous graphs, the clearest line in terms of 
isolation and slze 1s the S4' line found at 78.65 nrn. Below in F~gure 6 is shown the 
Grotrian d~agram of these energy levels In relat~on to the ground state of the sulphur 
atom. 
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Figure 6. Grotrian Diagram of Relevant Transitions 
The transltlons resulting In the 4 spectral llnes observed are resonant 
transitions In that they all lnvolve transltrons from a h~gher energy state to the ground 
energy state of the Ion. These transltlons are named according to sim~lar transitions 
in neutral species with the same number of electrons e.g a S' transit~on would be 
slmilar to a transition in neutral phosphorus, and would be called a P-l~ke trans~tion 
The S4+ transltlon at 78.65 nm, 2p%s2 - 2p"s3p, 1s a Mg-l~ke resonant transltlon 
wh~le the S5' transit~on at 93.3 nm, 2p63s - 2p63p, is the Na-like ground state 
trans~tion The other llnes ~nvest~gated were from Al-l~ke s3' w~th the transltlon at 
66.142 nm (3s23p - 3s23d) and that at 75.03 nm (3s23p - 3s3p2) both resonant. 
Now that a suitable line had been selected, the next stage in the study was to 
systemat~cally vary the plasma format~on and capture parameters In order to optimlse 
the slgnal to background ratlo (SBR) In each of the spectra Thls ratlo 1s calculated by 
dlv~dlng the intenslty of the sulphur llne by the standard dev~at~on I  the background 
of the spectrum Itself (taken from clear parts of the spectrum) uslng the curve flttlng 
tool in Mlcrocal Or~gln "" 
One of the opt~ons ava~lable in creat~ng a laser-produced plasma 1s the type of 
lens to use The standard method in VUV laser-produced plasma spectroscopy is to 
use a spherical plano-convex lens to create the plasma, as this maxlmlses the power 
dens~ty on the target. Such a lens is d~ffraction Ilm~ted, as outlined In chapter 3, 
section 2.1. VUV transltlons are typical of Ions In a relatively hlgh state of excltation 
and therefore for a reasonable quantlty of VUV rad~at~on to be observed from a laser - 
produced plasma, a large amount of energy 1s required to excite an observable 
number of atoms Into the energy states requ~red. The usual approach to laser- 
produced plasma ln~tiation is therefore to use a spherical lens as it maxlmlses the 
power denslty on the target. However, cyl~ndrlcal enses whlch produce llne plasmas 
offer plasma parameters that are markedly different from spot plasmas formed by 
spherical lenses. S~nce the pulse energy 1s spread over a wider area, the power 
density is lower but the actual plasma volume IS larger. Th~s means that there may be 
energy reglmes under whlch a larger volume of lower temperature plasma produces 
more radiation from certaln llnes than a higher temperature but smaller plasma. 
Figure 7 shows the difference in power denslty on target for the 2 different types of 
lenses, both havlng a focal length of 100 mm. 
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Figure 7: Calculated Power Densities with Varying Focus for Spherical and Cylindrical Lenses 
As can be seen above, there is a very large difference in the power densities 
attainable with both lenses, typically in the region of more than an order of 
magnitude. In terms of the difference in plasma temperature due to these different 
power densit~es, a formula presented by Colombant & Tonon (1973) is used to 
estimate initial electron temperatures Although Colombant & Tonon's original paper 
deals with high-temperature x-ray emittlng plasmas, it is still interesting to use the 
formula: 
to estimate the plasma's initial electron temperature - this model and associated 
formulae for calculating some of the characteristics of laser plasmas has been used 
successfully in the past (see for example Hirsch et al., 2000 and Dunne, O' Sullivan & 
0' Reilly, 2000). Thls is due to the fact that similar laser-produced plasmas fit the 
assumption that for intermediate electron densities (loi9 - 10") such as those 
produced in plasmas created by Nd:YAG lasers, the collisional-radiative equilibrium 
model can be applied to the laser plasma, at least dur~ng the iaser pulse Itself (see 
Appendix A: Equilibrium in Plasmas). In 14.11, T is the electron temperature in eV, A 
is the atomic number of the bulk element in the target, II  is the laser wavelength 
measured in pm and 9 is the power density on the target measured in w/cm2. In the 
case of the data used to plot Figure 7 and assuming a 1.064 pm pulse on a target 
conslstlng mainly of iron (A=26), the following graph (Figure 8) shows the varlatlon 
~n initlal temperature of the plasma due to varying power densities 
Power Density (w/cm2) 
Figure 8 Columbant & Tonon Model Electron Temperatures - Cylindrical and Spherical 
Lenses 
As 1s lmrned~ately seen, there 1s a large d~fference In the electron 
temperatures produced in the lnltial stages of the laser-produced plasma by each 
lens; an overlap In temperature 1s only seen for large defocuslng of the spherical lens 
(1 mm spot diameter) whereas the cylindrical lens must remaln tightly focused to 
achieve slrn~lar electron temperatures. The effects of the lower temperature but 
h~gher volume plasma can be seen below in F~gure 9. Each of the spectra recorded 
were obtained using 20 820 mJ laser shots focused by a 150 mm cylindr~cal lens 
wh~ch was subsequently defocused 1 mm below the target surface. 
- 3.5 nun 
Figure 9: Spatial Spectral Variation using a Cylindrical Lens 
In comparing the above figure with Figure 3, some differences between each 
become apparent. Although the intensities of both spectra recorded at 0 mm seem 
more or less similar, there is a sharper drop in intensity with spatial distance in the 
cylindrical spectra in comparison to the spherical lens spectra in Figure 3. The 
background in the spectra also seems to be "flatter" i.e. the effect of continuum 
radiation is muted in the lower temperature plasma. 
The results obtained using both kinds of lenses are presented and compared 
in the following sections. 
From Figure 3, the optimised Signal to Standard Deviation Ratio (SSDR) for 
the 100 mm spherical lens is measured to be at the 1.5 mm spectrum i.e. the 
spectrum recorded at a distance of 1.5 mm from the target surface. As such, the 
pulse energy was varied in steps of 100 mJ and a comparison made between spectra 
at 1, 1.5 and 2 mrn. In each case the laser was focused 1 mm below the target 
surface in order to eliminate local instabilities in the target surface having adverse 
effects on the spectra i.e. if any microscopic roughness on the target surface was 
irradiated on the surface of the target, it might have altered the expansion dynamics 
of the plasmas plume. A larger spot size produced by defocusing the laser pulse into 
the target averages out these effects. 
Figure 10: Energy Variation Effect at 1.5 mm - 100 mm Spherical Lens 
As Figure 10 shows, there is a large variation in the intensity of spectral 
emlssion as the laser output changes. Although general trends in the laser-produced 
plasma can be gauged from this plot, the essential information lies with the SSDR 
information calculated from each individual spectrum. Figure 11 shows the SSDR 
data at the 3 most relevant spatial positions i.e. those that produced the highest 
signal values. 
Figure I t :  Signal to Standard Deviation Ratios for Varying Pulse Energies at 1, 1.5 and 2 mm 
- 100 mm Spherical Lens 
Figure 11 shows that although SSDR data at 1 and 1.5 mm are similar, the 
data at 2mm is substantially lower. It must also be noted that curve fits from data 
taken at 1.5 mm were more accurate than those performed at lmm due to decreased 
spectral interference from the underlying continuum radiation. Although the signal 
intensity decreased somewhat between 1 and 1.5 mm, the concomitant decrease in 
the background standard deviation decreased at a slightly greater rate and resulted in 
higher SSDR values for spectra at this distance. 
Emission from plasmas produced with the cylindrical lens also produced 
SSDR levels which were optimised at 1.5 mm from the target surface. Figure 12 
below shows spectra from a 150 mm cylindrical lens focussed 1 mm below the target 
surface captured at 1.5 mm from the target surface. 
Figure 12: Energy Variation Effect at 1.5 rnrn - 150 rnrn Cylindrical Lens 
The differences between thls spectrum and those seen in Figure 10 are 
ev~dent. lntensltles of all lines are lower than those uslng the spherlcal lens, while the 
background lntens~ty also seems to be muted. Also, there was llttle or no resolvable 
emission at energles below 300 rnJ, compared with observable llnes found at pulse 
energles as low as 100 mJ wlth the spherlcal lens. 
Again, the next step in optlmlsatlon of the ~nltlal cond~t~ons was to calculate 
and plot the s~gnal to standard dev~ation ratlos in the laser-produced plasma. Figure 
13 shows the SSDR data at the 3 most relevant spat~al positions uslng the 150 mm 
cylindrical lens. In all cases, the laser pulse was focussed 1 mm below the target 
surface 
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F~gure 13 Slgnal to Standard Dev~atlon Ratios for Varylng Pulse Energles at 1, 1.5 and 2 rnm 
- 150 rnrn Cylindrical Lens 
The SSDR values for the cyl~ndrical ens are noticeably different than those 
obtained using the spherlcal lens. Instead of reachlng a peak at 600 mJ, the values 
increase almost linearly up to 820 mJ (the maximum energy output of the laser). The 
values themselves were also low in comparison to those seen uslng the sphencal 
lens, with the maxlmum value observed at 1 mm from the target surface using an 820 
rnJ laser pulse. It must be noted agaln that the f ~ t  quallty of curves to the spectral data 
was lower when spectra were recorded closer to the target surface 
These results clearly show that optimisation with the spherical lens was more 
successful and produced higher SSDR values than the results of optimised laser 
plasmas using the cylindrical lens - as such, the spherical lens is the better choice for 
the calibration experiments. Nevertheless, the next step in optimisation, varying the 
focusing conditions of the lens, was completed using both types of lenses in order 
both to show a clear difference between the characteristic plasmas produced by each 
and for the sake of a more complete vacuum study with each. 
4.6 Focus VARIATION 
An important consideration in producing the laser-produced plasmas was the 
focal condition the pulse was subjected to. The laser spot is quite easy to defocus 
and can be done in 2 different ways -forward and backward i.e. into and in front of 
the target. An example of each defocusing scheme is shown in Figure 14. 
Figure 14: Positive (left) and Negative (right) Defocusing Schemes 
As each lens is defocused (in steps of 1 mm each), the spot size changes 
thus affecting the power density on the target and electron temperature in the 
plasma. The size increase in the plasma as a result of the increased spot size was 
also a factor in changing the spectra obselved in the plasma. Figure 15 below shows 
the effect of focus changes in the case of SSDR levels using the cylindrical lens. The 
data is calculated from spectra produced by accumulating 20 820 mJ laser pulses - 
the optimum energy from the previous step. 
Defocusing Distance (mm) 
F~gure 15 Slgnal to Background Ratlos UnderVarylng Focal Conditions at 1, 1 5 and 2 mm - 
150 mrn Cylindrical Lens 
The s~gnal to standard deviation ratlos are relatively flat and featureless when 
uslng the cylindr~cal lens - outside the presented focal range, the S4+ line intensity 
dropped slgn~flcantly. The optlmum defocuslng regime is seen at 1 mm when the lens 
is defocused by 1 mm Into the target surface. These results show no major 
improvements In the s~gnal to background ratlo from the previous study on pulse 
energy varlatlon. 
Varylng plasma format~on cond~t~ons uslng d~fferent focuslng cond~t~ons u ing 
the spher~cal ens was the next step Since the pulse energy was observed to be 
optimal at 600 mJ, all data was recorded uslng accumulat~ons of 20 600 mJ laser 
shots. F~gure 16 shows the result of this experlment. 
Defocus Distance (mm) 
F~gure 16 S~gnal to Background Rat~os Under Vary~ng Focal Condit~ons at 1, 1 5 and 2 rnm - 
100 mm Spherical Lens 
Defocusing the spherical lens had a far more dramatic effect on the signal to 
background ratlo than the cyllndrlcal lens. Negatlve defocuslng (focusing the laser 
pulse in front of the target surface) produced hlgher ratios than before but the most 
not~ceable effect was seen by defocuslng the pulse 4 mm below the target surface, 
with a steep rlse up to the h~ghest SSDR yet. Thls IS possibly due to the best balance 
struck between the h~gh temperatures requlred to exclte the sulphur atom Into the 4'h 
lonlsatlon state and the ~ncreased number of sulphur Ions In the plasma due to the 
larger target area lllumlnated by the laser pulse. 
It IS also interesting to note the sharp drop in the ratlo when the laser IS 
focused to just In front of the target surface. When cons~derlng thls result, one must 
take into account the plasma absorpt~on of the lncldent laser pulse. Since plasma 
expansion commences relat~vely early in the laser pulse (In the first few cycles of the 
pulse itself), it is reasonable to assume that throughout a large fract~on of the laser 
pulse llfetlrne a dense plasma will lle in between the target and the lncomlng pulse. 
Th~s plasma w~ l l  affect both the laser pulse focuslng and the fraction of laser llght 
whlch reaches the target surface, due to the honest and densest part of the plasma 
lylng close to the target surface. The effect is less pronounced when the laser pulse 
IS focused further out from the surface due to lower densities at these distances 
W~th optlmum conditions regarding pulse energy and focus found for both 
cylindrical and spherical lenses, the final step In this vacuum study was to record 
spectra under these optlmlsed cond~tions from a carousel of targets w~th varying 
concentratlons of sulphur (see chapter 3, sectlon 3). In this case, the concentratlon 
range vaned from targets contalnlng 0.38% of sulphur down to targets contalnlng as 
little as 0 0119% (119 ppm). For comparison, both lenses were used in thls study 
despite the results obtalned uslng the cyllndr~cal ens belng Inferlor to the spherical 
lens. Thls d~fference between the lenses is almost certainly due to the lower 
temperatures achievable by the cylindrical lens with the result that fewer of the higher 
 oni is at ion stages in the relatively light sulphur atom were created. It must be noted 
that this result 1s simllar to work performed in vacuum by Khater et al in 2000 where a 
sl~ghtly longer focal length lens was used but markedly d~fferent o that performed by 
the same author In amb~ent gas (Khater, 2002) where the author concludes that a 
cylindrical lens produced the optimum cond~t~ons for carbon calibration The most 
successful carbon line used In those studles was from a doubly-lonlsed carbon atom - 
different to the quadruply-~onised sulphur atom In the present work. 
The flrst cal~brat~on curve presented 1s that obtalned uslng optimised 
cond~tions with the 150 mm cylindrical lens and 1s shown in Figure 17 The opt~mised 
conditions for the cylindr~cal ens were seen to be 20 820 mJ laser shots recorded 1 
mm from the target surface w~th the cylindr~cal ens defocused by lmm Into the target 
itself. 
Sulphur Concentrat~on (% wlw) 
F~gure 17 Callbration Curve - Cylindrical Lens 
(820 rnJ, 1 mm from the Target Surface, 1 rnm Defocused) 
Several features of the calibrat~on curve must be noted. The Intercept on the 
y-axrs is qulte high for a supposedly blank s~gnal Thls is qulte possibly due to a 
change In the linear dynamic range of the calibrat~on curve (Cremers & Radz~emskl, 
2006) This essentially means that the em~ssion characterlstlcs of the analyte specles 
change non-linearly in some concentratron regimes. This effect was particularly 
ev~dent in a calibration study made by St-Onge, Sabsab~ & Clelo (1997) in 
concentration ranges of less than 1% A previous study made by Khater et al. (2000) 
used the CZ* llne at 97.7 nm to make thrs type of callbration with no serious non-hear 
effects and w~th the Intercept of the llne approaching zero The difference between 
thls study and that is the h~gher value of the absorpt~on oscillator strength of the 
sulphur line in cornpanson, leading to increased absorption in the laser plasma with 
increas~ng number densty. The R' coefflc~ent (the coefflc~ent of dev~at~on) of the line 
flt was 0.994 whlch means that the f ~ t  was qulte good -the data set was highly Ifnear. 
Both second and third order polynom~al fits were also used on the concentration data 
with the second order flt modelling the data as accurately as the hear  fit. The second 
order line f ~ t  is shown on the cal~brat~on curve as well 
To calculate the Lim~t Of Detection (LOD) and Llrnit Of Quant~ficat~on (LOQ) 
values, the standard~sed IUPAC (1978) defin~t~on states that in order to use the 3 c ~  
criterion (Chapter 2, section 6) the background standard deviation must be calculated 
from the data recorded in the sample with the lowest concentration of analyte - in this 
case, the sample with the lowest concentration of sulphur contained 119 ppm. The 
slope of the line was calculated to be just under 13800 using the line fit equation - 
when coupled with a lower standard deviation in the 119 ppm sample of 18.62, this 
glves a LOD of about 42 DDm and a LOQ of 139 oDrn - higher than the sample with 
the lowest concentration in the sample set. By definition, the data obtained for the 
target containing 119 ppm of sulphur must therefore be called into question as, by 
definition, the concentration is below that whlch can be accurately estimated 
Table 2 Calculated vs. Actual Concentrations - Cvlindrical Lens 
The average error in the data for the cylindrical lens was calculated to be 
about 7% leading to some calculated values of sulphur concentrations being outside 
the error range of the callbratlon curve 
The second calibration curve presented (Figure 18) is that obtained using the 
spherical lens with 20 600 mJ pulses recorded 1 5 mm from the target surface and 
with the lens defocused by 4 mm into the target surface. 
Target 
BS 65C 
BS 50E 
IARM 206A 
BS 54D 
IMZ 123 
BS 52D 
Actual Concentration 
0115r0005% 
00119?00006% 
0 26 r 0 013 % 
0046+00012% 
o 38 r 0.01 % 
0 088 + 0.0015 % 
Calculated Concentration 
(From Calibration Curve) 
0.124 t o 008 % 
0 01 13 + 0.001 % 
0.275 ? 0 012 % 
0.040 t 0 003 % 
0.383 r o 014 % 
0 094 ? 0.005 % 
Sulphur Concentration (O/~wlw) 
F~gure 18 Callbration Curve - Spherical Lens 
(600 rnJ, 1 5 rnm from the Target Surface, 4 rnm Defocused) 
The above plot has an R2 coeffrcrent (coeffrc~ent of devrat~on) of 0.998 
meanlng that a h~ghly h e a r  relat~onsh~p exlsts between the data presented and the 
lrne flt, better than a lrnear frt overlaid on the data uslng the cylrndrical lens. Both 
second and thlrd order llne f~ts were again used on the data, but neither proved to be 
as successful as the h e a r  f ~ t  One feature of the graph to note 1s that the llne fit has 
been extended so that it reaches the y-axis of the graph - thls means that an 
apparently zero concentration will result in a relatively h~gh  emlsslon readlng Thls 
clearly is not the case -the behav~our of a lower range of sulphur concentrations will 
be examined in more detall in the following chapter. Thls apparent discrepancy can 
be attr~buted to non-l~near~ty in the emlsslon character~stlcs previously ment~oned. 
The standard deviation of the background s~gnal was calculated to be just 
under 20 for this sample and wrth the slope of the lrne fit  calculated to be just over 
21100 (calculated by the llne f ~ t  equat~on), thls resulted In a LOD for the spher~cal 
lens of 28. The LOQ for the same set of samples was observed to be about 94 
The follow~ng table (Table 3) shows the actual values vs the llne f ~ t  values from 
the callbration c4urve for each of the targets used In the study. 
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Table 3: Calculated vs. Actual Concentrations - S~herlcal Lens 
The table shows an average 5% error In the precis~on of the data between 
calculated and actual sulphur concentrations in the target These results show that 
optimised cond~tions usrng the spherical lens are both more sensrtlve and more 
accurate than slmilar stud~es uslng a cylindrical lens, a conclus~on that had been 
discovered from the optim~sat~on study performed previously. 
Target 
BS 65C 
BS 50E 
C-1215 
BS 54D 
IMZ 123 
BS 52D 
Optimlsed conditlons for both llne and point plasmas have been observed 
under vacuum conditlons with a view to conducting target analys~s uslng calibration 
curves Llm~ts of detection and quant~ficat~on have both been calculated in these 
cond~tions, with the optlm~sed condltlons for polnt plasmas proving to be superlor to 
llne plasmas for low-level detection of sulphur in a steel matrlx The best result 
obtained uslng VUV space-resolved LIPS was calculated to be 28 DDm using 
optimised plasma lgnltlon conditlons w~th a spherical lens. 
Actual Concentration 
0.115 +O 005 % 
0.0119 + 0 0006 % 
0 26k 0 013 % 
0 046 t 0.0012 % 
0 3 8 t 0 0 1  % 
0 088 t 0 0015 % 
Calculated Concentration 
(Fmm Calibration Curve) 
0121 50007% 
0011250001% 
0.2645 0011 % 
0 042 5 0 003 % 
0.371 k 0.012 % 
0 095 + 0.007 % 
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CHAPTER V: LIPS FOR DETECTION OF SULPHUR 
n this chapter, details of experiments involving laser plasma 
expansion into ambient gases are given and a theoretical basis for 
the observed changes is outlined in the beginning. A full series of 
optimisation experiments were carried out with three different gases at 
different pressures in order to find the optimum signal to standard 
deviation ratio - the optimised parameters for conducting LIPS 
experiments. These experiments resulted in calibration curves obtained 
using a low concentration target set (27 pprn - 460 ppm) and a new low 
detection limit of 1.7 ppm achieved. 
The results of experiments in chapter 4 led on to the possibility of conducting 
LIPS experiments using an ambient gas as a buffer for the expanding plasma in order 
to improve the sulphur detection limit. LlPS in ambient atmospheres of various 
different gases has been performed extensively over the past number of years in 
order to make LlPS a more applicable spectroscopic technique in terms of industrial 
analysis in on-line and real-world applications (for examples, see Noll 2001, 
Radziemski 2005 and Latkoczy & Ghislain 2006). Not only is it a more natural 
circumstance in analytical terms when a laser-produced plasma expands into an 
ambient gas, but there are significant changes to both the appearance and 
characteristics of the laser plasma itself in comparison to expansion into vacuum 
Although these differences were observed relatively early in the laser plasma timeline 
(Piepmeier & Osten, 1971), it wasn't untll Geohegan's paper in 1992 that absolute 
differences were shown. Thls was made possible by the advent of fast gated ICCD 
cameras, which can capture 2D images with a very high shutter speed. Initial studies 
like thls one were directed towards the effects of pressure changes in ambient 
atmospheres to aid superconductor growth via PLD, but the general dynamics of 
plasma plume expansion into gas is an interesting topic in itself. Further research into 
this area has been conducted extensively by Harilal amongst others in several 
publications (see Harilal 1998 & Harilal 2003) on the effect of the ambient gas on 
electron temperature & dens~ty and also the effect of changing gas pressures on 
spectral emission from the laser plasma itself. It has been observed In several 
publications (e.g. Khater 2002, Corsi 2003 and Radziemski 2005) that emission from 
the laser plasma is enhanced for many atomic species due to increased collisional 
excitation in the targetlatmosphere plasma Observations of ionic and neutral lines in 
the plasma plume from both the target and atmospheric species are sometimes used 
to measure electron densities and temperatures in the plasma plume (for example, 
see Amoruso et al., 1999). 
The main difference between laser plasma expansion in vacuum and gas is 
that instead of free expansion of the plume, a shock wave can form in front of the 
expanding plasma as the ambient gas is compressed by the fast-moving particles at 
the front of the plume. According to Root (ISSO), there are three general regimes 
under which expansion into gases takes place, each of which refers to a different 
irradiance on the target surface: Laser-Supported Combustion (LSC) waves for low 
fluences, Laser-Supported Detonation (LSD) waves for lntermed~ate fluences and 
Laser-Supported Radiation (LSR) waves for high fluences. All these waves describe 
d~fferent mechan~sms vla wh~ch the laser pulse 1s absorbed by both the plasma and 
the ambient gas. When the laser pulse has ended, the expanding plasma then 
creates a shockwave In the gas which further heats it enough to cause ionlsation. 
There are common attributes to each one of the proflles which can be described as 
follows. 
According to Root's (1990) treatment, when the laser plasma 1s formed (see 
Chapter II), the outer edge of the plasma 1s found to conslst of fast-mov~ng Ions and 
electrons which start to collide with the ambient gas. Several zones then form along 
the laser pulse axis. They conslst of the shock wave produced by the collision of the 
particles w~th the ambient gas, an absorpt~on zone created by energy transfer lnltlally 
from the expand~ng plasma and then from the laser pulse itself and lastly the maln 
bulk of the plasma. The shock wave and absorption zone in front of the maln plasma 
bulk travel along the laser pulse axls whlle the laser pulse remalns "on" - both the 
shock wave and absorption zone can be cons~dered to be a 1 dimensional travelling 
wave, while particles at the edge of the bulk plasma expand rad~ally from the ~gnitlon 
polnt on the target surface. Figure 1 below shows a bas~c diagram of the plasma 
expansion Into an amb~ent gas. 
Figure 1 Plasma Expansion into an Amb~ent Gas 
The following descript~ons of each of the shock wave schemes are pressure 
dependent - although the main characteristics as described are more pronounced in 
relatively high pressures e g > 1 mBar, the expansion schemes are relevant to 
plasmas formed in gases with pressures as low as 10" mBar. 
At low power densities of the order of 10 M W / C ~ ~ ,  the LSC wave absorption 
model is dominant. In this model, the shock wave precedes the absorption front and 
the bulk plasma. As the shock wave travels through the gas, the gas is 
"snowploughed by the following plasma front with the result that the gas is left at a 
higher pressure than before after passage of the shock wave. This relatively high 
pressure gas remains optically thin with regards to the laser pulse but the neutral 
species in this region strongly absorb the high energy VUV and EUV photons 
produced by the plasma, resulting in photoionisation of the neutral species. The laser 
absorption coefficient rises proportionally to the square of the pressure in this area, 
which also increases the absorption rate of VUV and EUV radiation from the plasma. 
As more and more high energy photons are absorbed by the neutral species, the 
density increases until the critical density is reached and the plasma in this region is 
completely coupled to the laser wavelength. The snowplough effect continues in front 
of the LSC wave as it grows, leading to a continuous source of high pressure gas for 
the growth of the absorption region. Both plasma radiation and the pressure change 
caused by the shock wave expansion are necessary to propagate the absorption 
front along the direction of the laser pulse By this mechanism, a new absorption front 
has been created in front of the expanding plasma which continues until the 
cessation of the laser pulse. 
When power densities are of the order of 10 MW/cm2 - 1 GW/cm2, the shock 
wave is energetic enough to heat the ambient gas as it passes through it to such a 
degree that energy transport from the plasma is not required for increased laser pulse 
absorption This profile is called a detonation wave as it is analogous to a chemical 
detonation in a similar way to a chemically-generated shock wave heating the 
atmosphere as it propagates through it. In this LSD wave scheme, the absorption 
zone is coupled directly to the trailing edge of the shock wave in this case, as the 
shock region absorbs the laser pulse directly between the shock front and a point 
known as the Chapman-Jouguet point The CJ condition (Yinon, 1993) states that a 
detonation wave proceeds at a velocity at which ambient gases just reach sonic 
velocity as the wave passes The propagation of the absorption front is completely 
controlled by the absorption of the laser beam between the shock front and the CJ 
point. The laser pulse absorption continues in the high pressure region again until the 
critical density is reached agarn and the plasma becomes optrcally thick at the laser 
wavelength. 
At the highest power densities of more than 1 GW/cm2, a different mechan~sm 
is dominant. At very high power densities, the radiation flux from the plasma is so 
large that before a shock wave is incident on the gas in front of the expand~ng 
plasma, photoionisation of the gas in front of the expanding plume results in the 
absorption coefficient of the plasma increasrng rapidly to the point where it becomes 
optically thick without the need for any energy transport from a shock wave. This 
plasma is characteristically very hot, and is a strong source of short wavelength 
radiation. The LSR model results in supersonic expansion of the absorption wave as 
the main constriction is the emission of radiation from excited species and absorption 
by specles in the atmosphere rn front of the hot area, not the speed of sound 
dominated shock wave. In terms of the energies and power densities used, the LSR 
scheme seems most relevant to the high power densities (> 10" w/cm2) used in the 
experiments described hereafter, although without accurate VUV diagnostics in both 
the spatial and temporal dimensions this assertion remains unverifiable. 
Figure 2 on the next page (after Root 1989) shows a qualitative description of 
each of the three main types of shock waves produced in an ambient gas by a iaser- 
produced plasma plume 
A summary of these three types of expansion would be that the LSC scheme 
produces a hot, slow movrng wave which IS an efficrent method of converting incident 
laser radration into broadband radiation The LSD scheme results in h~gh-density 
absorptron zones which propagate Into the ambient atmosphere at the shock wave 
veloc~ty rather than be~ng rellant on the speed of advance of the plasma front The 
LSR scheme provides the fastest moving shock wave of the three. It is characterised 
by the creation of a very hot gas plasma in advance of the target plume that emits 
short wavelength radiation. Again, all of these expansion and shock wave format~on 
schemes are pressure dependent, but can be assumed relevant down to pressures 
as low as 10.' mBar (Root, 1989, Geohegan, 1992). 
Plasma 
Radiation 
Laser 
Absorpti 
Zone I 
A) LSC Wave 
p l l r  / h r p t i o n  Shocked 
Wave I Gas 
8) LSR Wave 
Plasma I Absorption ( Shocked 
Wave Gas 
C) LSD Wave 
Figure 2: Qualitative Comparison of 1-D Laser Absorption Waves - A) LSC Wave, 8) LSR 
Wave, C) LSD Wave (After Root 1989) 
In all cases, the gas in front of the expandrng laser plasma plume is divided 
into a region before passage of the shock wave where the ambient atmosphere is 
unperturbed and a region after passage which is left in a higher energy state than 
before with higher temperatures and pressures. After cessation of the laser pulse, a 
shock wave passes through the ambient gas resulting in further heating of the 
atmosphere in front of the expanding plasma plume. This creates a secondary 
plasma through heating by the shock wave and impact ionisation from both high 
energy electrons and ions from the primary plasma (Kagawa, 1994). This plasma has 
a number of features that make it ideal for spectral analysis. Since the energy 
transport mechanism is now dominantly collisional through impact excitation and 
ionisation rather than radiative through inverse Bremsstrahlung, continuum radiation 
from this secondary plasma is greatly reduced. This means that since line intensities 
remain reasonably high compared to vacuum expansion, the signal to standard 
deviation ratios obtainable in an ambient gas should be higher. 
The structure inside the plume as it expands has been shown to be complex 
and variant in several different ambient pressure regimes (Harilal, 2003) with a 
crossover from interpenetration at pressures below 10.' mBar to a gaslplasma 
interface forming at pressures above 1 mBar. Both Geohegan and Harilal have both 
stated that there is a noticeable split in emission regions at this crossover pressure. 
Two emisslon components form: a stationary emisslon component near the target 
surface and a fast moving breakaway component which expands into the gas and 
has a clearly defined emission front. Splitting has been observed in the breakaway 
component of the plasma plume by a number of authors (Park, 1998 and Wood, 
1998) - this phenomenon is where the breakaway component seemingly splits in two 
after interact~on with the gas due to coll~sions with the gas This is only observed 
around a pressure range centred on 0.2 mBar where the plasmalgas interpenetration 
IS at its highest. 
The experiment was configured in the same way as the initial vacuum studies 
with the main difference being that after the target chamber had been pumped down 
to its ultimate pressure (in the order of 10-"Bar), a gas was allowed into the 
chamber by means of a needle valve - a valve with a very fine control of gas flow into 
the target chamber. Figure 3 on the following page again shows the experimental 
configuration. 
Figure 3: Experimental Configuration 
Initial pumping to vacuum of the target chamber ensured that contributions to 
spectra from gases other than those intended in the target chamber were minimal - 
most experiments were performed in pressures of 10.' mBar or more, so the 
percentage contribution of the chamber gas was less than .01%. Pressure was easily 
controlled in this chamber by fine tuning the needle valve at the chamber and 
monitoring the pressures of the various different gases in the chamber with an 
adjustable Pirani gauge. Since the Pirani gauge measures pressure by heat loss 
through the thermal conduction properties of different gases, different conduction 
constants in the gauge were required for pressure measurement in different gases. 
Pre-loaded constants were available for nitrogen, argon and helium with air being 
approximated to nitrogen. 
All spectra in this chapter were generated with a 100 mm spherical lens due 
to its superior performance in comparison with the cylindrical lens used in chapter 4. 
The first noticeable change in the plasma was the visual increase in the intensity of 
radiation from the plasma. Figure 4 below shows the visual signatures of laser 
plasmas created in vacuum and 0.1 mBar of Nitrogen respectively. 
A) Vacuum 
B) Low Pressure (0.1 rnBar) Nitrogen 
Figure 4: Laser Plasma Expansion into A) Vacuum and 6)  Low Pressure Nitrogen 
Both plasmas were created using an 820 mJ laser pulse focused 3 mm below 
the target surface, with the images captured by a digital SLR camera using identical, 
manually set exposure and aperture settings. The target was the same binary target 
used in the studies in vacuum i.e. the target contained 0.68% of sulphur, with the rest 
iron. It can be readily seen that the plasma plume extends further into space in gas 
than in vacuum and that there is a larger amount of "detail" further into the gas - these 
emission features were observed during all experiments. Test spectra were taken at 
both 2 and 5 mm from the target surface in vacuum and a 0.1 mBar nitrogen 
atmosphere to see if there were any obvious changes in the spectral characteristics 
of the laser-produced plasma. These spectra are shown in Figure 5. 
Figure 5: Test Spectra at A) 2 mm and B) 5 mm 
As is immediately obvious, there are large differences between vacuum and 
gas spectra. The most obvious feature of this new spectrum is the N" line at 68.6 
nm, with several other nitrogen lines at 64.5 and 76.5 nm evident. The main interest 
in the spectra is the S4' line at 78.65 nm used in the previous vacuum study as a 
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calibration line. Figure 6 shows the change in this line's intensity from data taken in 
the spectra featured in Figure 5. 
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Figure 6: Varying s4' Intensity at A) 2 mm and B) 5 rnrn 
The s4+ hne Increases in rntensity by almost a factor of 4 at 2 mm under 0.1 
mBar of nltrogen and remalns v~s~ble further out lnto the plume compared to the 
vacuum intensity. The background of the spectra was also reduced to less than half 
its value under vacuum cond~tions, w~th the fading of a slgnlfrcant number of Iron 
Ilnes. This IS effectively due to the dlstance from the hot core of the plasma where 
continuum emiss~on provides a largely decreased contribution to the rad~ation 
emission. W~th these factors in mind, sulphur llnes In the reglon were again 
compared to find the best cand~date for optlmlsatlon studies. The spectra themselves 
were recorded in 0.1 mBar of nltrogen at 2 mm from the target surface by 
accumulating 20 820 mJ laser shots which were defocused by 3 mm lnto the target 
The results are shown in Table 1 below. 
Table 1: Llne Comuar~son (Amb~ent Gas Suectra) 
As with the spectra taken in vacuum, the S4' llne IS st111 markedly better than 
the other lines tested. It also prov~des a h~ghly sat~sfactory R' value, meanlng that the 
Gauss~an fit of the line proflle was accurate to a h~gh degree. The region from 40 - 
160 nm was examlned for sulphur llnes but produced no add~tional lines of 
satrsfactory intensity on whlch to base optlmlsation stud~es. On this basis, 
experiments were aimed at improving the S4+ Ilne's s~gnal to standard dev~at~on ratlo 
(see chapter 4) by means of varylng gas type & pressure, laser energy and focal 
dlstance. The flrst parameters rnvest~gated were gas type and pressure 
Laser plasma emlsslon was flrst studled uslng the changeable parameters of 
type of gas, gas pressure and spat~al dlstance from the target surface in order to 
assess the change in line intens~ty and s~gnal to standard dev~ation ratlo Three 
gases were used in the study: argon, nitrogen and alr. The absorption character~stics 
of each gas at different pressures are shown In F~gure 7. The transmission 
coeff~clents of each of the gases was calculated uslng the CXRO Matter Interaction 
Calculator (ref. CXRO) uslng a 12 cm path length (the dlstance from the plasma to 
the GCA), a temperature of 297 K (lab temperature) and a wavelength of 78.65 nm 
wlth the pressure variable for each gas. 
Pressure (mBar) 
Figure 7: Gas Transmlssion Curves at 78 65 nm for Argon (red), Air (green) and N~trogen 
(blue) - 12 cm Path Length 
From F~gure 7, one would assume that the llne intens~ty would be greatest 
. 
from the laser plasmas created In an argon atmosphere due to the fact that it is 
perfectly transm~tting at 78.65 nm -this, however, was not the case In the following 3 
frgures (Figures 8 - 10) the sulphur llne emlssion in the 3 different tested gases is 
shown. The spectra are an average of 3 separate accumulations of 20 820 mJ laser 
shots each taken 4.5 mm from the target surface w~th the laser beam defocused by 3 
mm -this IS a selection from a substantial number of spectra taken In the course of 
these experiments. It is interesting to note in these transmission curves that the 
emission intensity of the 78.65 nm line in vacuum for all gases is practically zero at 
this distance, while as the gas pressure increases it increases to a peak and drops off 
aftelwards as the pressure approaches I mBar in nitrogen and air - the peak is seen 
at a lower pressure in argon. 
Figure 8: Argon Spectra - 4.5 mm from Target Surface, 20 x 820 mJ Laser Pulses Defocused 
3 mm into the Target 
Laser plasmas expanding into argon result in different behaviour of the S V 
line than both air and nitrogen. In Figure 8, the peak emission of the s4+ line was 
observed in argon was at a pressure of 0.06 mBar, with a relatively sharp drop in 
emission as the pressure exceeded 0.1 mBar. In pressures below 0.05 mBar, there 
was little or no sulphur emission observed due to the distance from the target surface 
- a result that coincides with those results presented in chapter 4 where emission 
from the S4' line appeared to cease after about 3.5 mm from the target surface. 
Figure 9: Air Spectra - 4.5 mm from the Target Surface, 20 x 820 mJ Laser Pulses Defocused 
3 rnm into the Target 
In Figure 9, we can see that the air spectrum is quite different to that seen 
when argon is used as the ambient gas under the same laser energy and focus 
conditions. Again, there is little or no emission observed in ambient pressures below 
0.05 mBar, while the line emission gets bigger above this. There is a dramatic jump in 
the emission at a pressure above 0.1 mBar, with the peak line emission recorded at 
0.2 mBar. At pressures above this value, the emission steadily decreases until it is 
irresolvable at a pressure of about 0.7 mBar i.e. an accurate Gaussian fit of the line 
( R ~  7 0.9) could not be made. 
Figure 10: Nitrogen Spectra - 4.5 rnm from Target Surface, 20 x 820 rnJ Laser Pulses 
Defocused 3 rnm into the Target 
Figure 10 shows the spectra observed in a nitrogen atmosphere. The 
behaviour of the s4' line in nitrogen is similar to that seen in air, with the exception 
that the peak emission is about 25% greater than that seen in air. The peak emission 
was observed at a pressure of 0.2 mBar with the line remaining resolvable up to a 
pressure of 0.9 mBar - a greater pressure than that observed in air. 
Both air and nitrogen produced peak emission values at 0.2 mBar - a pressure 
at which the percentage of transmitted radiation from the s4' line was supposed to be 
just less than 40% for both. There was also a supplementary difference between air 
and nitrogen -the emission intensity from the line in air was about 20% less than at 
the same pressure in nitrogen, ostensibly due to oxygen absorption bands in the 
VUV. 
For an analysis of line intensity behaviour, the most relevant approach was to 
graph the ratio of intensity to the standard deviation of a blank part of the spectrum 
chosen to represent the background intensity in each spectrum. The "blank standard 
deviation was found using the standard deviation from 2 line-free areas in each 
spectrum i.e. data points from 2 separate areas in the spectrum were used to 
calculate the standard deviation in the background. This value was then averaged 
over 3 separate spectra under the same conditions. These plots are combined with a 
sample of raw line intensities in order to show the stark differences in the relationship 
between the raw line intensity changes and the intensity to standard deviation ratio. 
A) Argon - Raw Line Intensities with Varying Spatial Distance and Pressure 
B) Argon - Signal10 Ratios with Varying Spatial Distance 
Figure 11: A) Raw Line Intensities and 8) Signal10 Ratios for S V (78.65 nm) in Varying Argon 
Pressures and at Varying Target Distances 
In Figure 11A & B on the previous page both the raw line intensity and the line 
intensity vs. standard deviation ratio are plotted. The raw line intensity ratio seems to 
show that the best intensities were observed near the target surface with high line 
intensities observed close to the target surface. This high intensity decreased as the 
distance from the target surface increased - also, the intensity decreased as the 
argon pressure in the target chamber increased. When the ratio of the standard 
deviation in the background is calculated and the ratio between the line intensity and 
the standard deviation is used, the greatest values are seen at 5 mm from the target 
surface in 0.07 mBar of argon. There is a general increase in emission at all 
distances in Figure 11 B between pressures of 0.05 mBar and 0.09 mBar, with a drop 
off above this pressure - indeed, the 78.65 nm line was no longer resolvable above 
0.2 mBar. 
A) Air - Raw Line lntensities with Varying Spatial Distance and Pressure 
8) Air - Signallu Ratios with Varying Spatial Distance 
Figure 12: A) Raw Line lntensities and 8) Signal10 Ratios for S V (78.65 nm) in Varying Air 
Pressures and at Varying Target Distances 
F~gure 12 on the previous page shows Identical plots for data recorded In an 
alr atmosphere under the same cond~t~ons - 3 sets of 20 820 mJ shots were recorded 
at varylng pressures and varying distances from the target surface. These results 
were averaged and plotted both on thelr own and as a ratlo of the Intensity to the 
standard dev~ation in the background signal. 
When the unmodif~ed line ~ntenslties are v~ewed, it can be seen that they 
behave In a manner quite different to those recorded in an argon atmosphere. 
Although there seems to be a peak in line lntensitles near the target surface at 
pressures under 0.1 mBar, at 0.1 mBar the intensltles at all distances seem to drop. 
At pressures just above thls, llne Intensities peak dramatically at 0.2 mBar at 
d~stances over 3 mm, all the way out to 7 mm. The line can be seen at most 
d~stances up to a pressure of 0.7 mBar with reasonable intensity. 
The s~gnal to standard dev~at~on ratlos again change the nature of the plot - 
uslng this ratlo, the falrly large llne intens~ties near the target surface are d~scarded 
due to the ratio being low. A deflnite peak In the SSDR can be seen at 0.2 mBar wlth 
the highest value recorded at 4.5 mm from the target surface. Ratios were high at 
d~stances close to the optlmum distance 1.e. from 4 mm to 5.5 mm w~th a s~m~lar trend 
in the decreasing lntenslty up to a pressure of about 0.7 mBar. 
The flnal stage in optlmlslng the atmospherlc conditions was to perform the 
same experiments in a nltrogen atmosphere. Nitrogen was chosen In order to see d 
there were any differences between it and air and also because of its role in steel 
manufacturing (see chapter 1). The laser pulse parameters were agaln 20 820 mJ 
shots, 3 sets of which were recorded in order to average line lntenslt~es from the 
spectra. 
A) Nitrogen - Raw Line lntensities with Varying Spatial Distance and Pressure 
B) Air - Signalla Ratios with Varying Spatial Distance 
Figure 13: A) Raw Line lntensities and B) SignaVa Ratios for S V (78.65 nm) in Varying 
Nitrogen Pressures and Varying Target Distances 
The behaviour of the S4+ line in a nitrogen atmosphere is quite similar to that 
seen in air. At pressures under 0.1 mBar, the raw line intensities are quite high at 
distances up to 4.5 mm. at greater distances from the target surface, the line 
intensities drop significantly. However, at all distances from the target surface the line 
intensities seem to peak at 0.2 mBar with a steady drop thereafter. The S4+ line was 
v~sible in pressures up to about 0.8 mBar at nearly all distances from the target 
surface up until a maxlmum d~stance of 7 5 mm from the surface. 
When the standard dev~ation was calculated and the line Intensity to standard 
dev~ation ratlo plotted, the graph shows a clear trend from the spectra. In the raw 
data, the llne intensitres were qulte h~gh at distances close to the target surface 
When the s~gnal was high near the target surface at pressures under 0.1 mBar, the 
standard deviation in the background was also large - this reduced the SSDR to low 
values. At pressures of 0 1 mBar and above, the large peak seen In air 1s even more 
pronounced The maximum value was recorded 5 mm from the target surface in 0.3 
mBar of nitrogen although most of the maximum intensities were seen at 0.2 mBar for 
other distances from the target surface. Agaln, there is a steady decllne in values up 
to a pressure of 0.8 or 0.9 mBar where the llne becomes ind~st~ngu~shable from the 
background. 
From data collected on the S4+ llne behaviour in the ambient gases, it was 
observed that nltrogen produced the highest slgnal to standard dev~ation ratios. At 5 
mm from the target surface at a pressure of 0 3 mBar, the h~ghest slgnal to standard 
deviation ratlo was observed before any optlmlsatlon of the laser pulse was made. 
The next step in optimisat~on of the spectral line was optimisation of the laser pulse in 
terms of energy and focus. 
W~th the atmospheric conditions in the laser plasma generally optimised for 
maxlmum s~gnal to standard deviat~on values in the laser plasma, the next stage in 
optimisation of the SSDR was to vary the laser pulse both in terms of energy and in 
terms of power dens~ty on the target surface. This lnvolved both modifying the lnit~al 
laser pulse energy of the laser and changlng the focal characterlstrcs of the pulse on 
the target by movement of the 100 mm spherical lens, as was performed In the inrtial 
optimlsation study conducted under vacuum. Since an increase was seen In a 
reasonably narrow range of conditions, the loglcal course was to perform the energy 
study for a wider range of spat~al and atmospheric parameters relative to the 
somewhat opt~mised atmospheric condit~ons. All experiments were conducted in a 
nltrogen atmosphere slnce it produced the best spectra. 
5.5.1 ENERGY OPTIMISATION 
Spectra were taken from 4 to 5.5 mm from the target surface and in nitrogen 
pressures of 0.1 to 0.4 mBar, with the energy of the laser pulse being changed (via 
changing the voltage across the laser flashlamps) from 200 to 820 mJ. Spectra were 
averaged from 3 sets of 20 laser shots which were defocused by 3 mm into the target 
1.e. the focal point was 3 mm below the target surface The target was cleaned with 
greatly defocused cleaning shots before spectra were recorded. The plots shown in 
Figure 14 represent the SSDR data taken at each spatial position. 
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F~gure 14: S~gnallo w~th Varylng Pulse Energy In Atmospherically Optlrn~sed Cond~tlons (0.1 - 
0.4 mBar) at A) 4 rnrn, B) 4 5 mm, C) 5 rnrn and D) 5 5 mm 
The spectra shown above are graphed uslng the same y axls (S~gnallu Ratio) 
scale for easler comparison. The spectra show that the h~ghest SSDR figures are 
obtalned using the most energetic pulses 1.e. the maxlrnum laser energy output, 820 
mJ. The h~ghest s~gnal to standard dev~at~on ratlo was observed 4 5 mm from the 
target surface uslng an 820 mJ pulse In 0 2 mBar of nitrogen. Thls value was peaked 
far above the surrounding spat~al distances, indlcatlng that a "sweet spot" ~n terms of 
energy, dlstance and pressure had been found. W~th curves being reasonably flat up 
to 4.5 mm, the trend at and after th~s d~stance was similar but less pronounced than 
thls optimum comblnat~on of parameters, eventually falling to quite un~form behaviour 
at 6 mrn from the target surface. 
Defocusing effects were studled as a further step in the energy optimlsatlon - 
again, the trade off between the target mass ablated by the laser pulse and the 
correspond~ng slze of the plasma was a des~rable varlable to ~nvest~gate. lnitlal 
spectra indicated that a very w~de defocuslng range was approprlate to find the best 
lens focus on target, as the degree to which llne lntenslty and standard dev~at~on 
values fluctuated were surprlslng, at least to the author - the defocuslng range was 
surprisingly large. Spectra were therefore recorded in a range of nitrogen pressures 
from 0.1 to 0.3 mBar by accumulating 20 820 mJ laser pulses at distances between 4 
and 5.5 mm from the target surface. The focal range of the 100 mm spher~cal ens 
was vaned between -10 and +10 mm relatlve to the target i.e. 10 mm in front of and 
10 mm behlnd the target surface. The results of thls series of experiments can be 
seen In F~gure 15 below. 
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5.5- LAsm PULSE O~ISATION 
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Figure.15: Signallo with Varying Focus at Almost Optimised Distances - 820 mJ Pulse 
Energy, Nitrogen Atmosphere 
Once again, the ratios calculated are the average values found fmm 3 
separate spectra in each set of conditions. The effects of changing focus and 
concomitantly changing power density on the target surface are far greater than that 
seen in vacuum. Previously, the best results had been seen around 4.5 - 5 mm from 
the target surface but with the changes in power density this moves closer to the 
target surface, with a new maximum seen around 4 - 4.5 mm. Defocusing the 
spherical lens by +7 mm i.e. focusing the lens 7 mrn below the target surface 
produces the best results yet when observed 4 mm from the surface in a 0.2 mBar 
nilmgen atmosphere. The maximum ratio seems to be consistent over all the axial 
distances with maxima seen at about +7 mm in 0.2 mBar of nitrogen. 
There 1s a s~gniflcant d ~ p  In the SSDR at small negatlve defocusing distances 
in the data shown close to the target surface. Th~s is quite an interesting effect as 
slnce the atmosphere conflnes the plasma closer to the target surface than would 
normally happen in a freely expanding plasma created in vacuum, the laser pulse is 
focused into the hot, dense centre of the laser plasma as it expands. Thls appears to 
have a vety negatlve effect on the s~gnal to standard dev~at~on ratio - the llne intensity 
in these cases drop sharply as opposed to an Increase in the standard deviation in 
the background 
5.5.3 VARIATION IN THE NUMBER OF ACCUMULATED SHOTS 
The last variable under conslderatlon in thls study was the number of shots 
accumulated in each spectrum. Up to thls polnt, each spectrum has cons~sted of 
rad~at~on accumulated from 20 laser produced plasmas on the target. As a flnal 
experimental variable, thls was changed rn order to observe both lntenslties from the 
S4' line and the resulting changlng s~gnal to background ratlo. The maln concern wlth 
a large number of shots on target is the effect of plasma confinement in the cratered 
target (Zeng 2003, Yeates 2004). The resulting plasma expansion from the target 
surface can be affected due to modifled electron dens~ties and temperatures in the 
crater due to the effects of the target wall around the plasma as it 1s formed and starts 
to expand. It follows from these stud~es that a smaller number of shots would be 
preferable to avoid these effects but a larger number of shots could be desirable to 
increase accumulated llne emiss~on lntenslties from the laser plasma. These effects 
were considered with the knowledge that the maln parameter would therefore be the 
varration In the background standard deviation and how it changed as the number of 
accumulated shots increased. F~gure 16 below shows that (as may have been 
assumed before the experiment was conducted) the number of accumulated laser 
shots in the spectrum results in an increase in the raw line intensity. The data was 
agaln averaged from 3 spectra taken wlth the previously close-to-optlmlsed 
parameters (820 mJ pulse, +7 mm focus, nitrogen atmosphere). 
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Figure 16: Intensity Increase with Varying Number of Laser Shots 
The rate of increase in the intensity drops as the number of shots is increased. This 
increasing behaviour changes once the line intensity has been divided by the 
background intensity to produce the SSDR however. The next graph, Figure 17, 
shows how the nature of the data changed once more as the background standard 
deviation levels were considered. 
Figure 17: Variation in Signal to Standard Deviation Ratios with Increasing Numbers of Laser 
Shots 
5.5- LASER PULSE OPTIMISATION -120- 
The data here IS clearly peaked at 25 laser shots. The optlmlsed conditions 
that thls peak was seen in were 0 2 mBar of Nitrogen wlth spectra captured 4.5 mm 
from the target surface 
The marn goal of the preceding expertments was to f~nd optlmlsed conditions 
to perform a LlPS experiment for determlnlng low levels of sulphur in ~ronlsteel 
matrices. Spatlal distance, energy and focal parameters were comblned with 
gaseous atmospheres in order to see if a positive change in the emission intensity 
and signal to background ratlo could be seen for the most sultable sulphur emission 
line. These conditions were seen to be optlmlsed at the values shown in Table 2. 
Table 2: Outlmised Condltlons for LlPS In Ambient Atmospheres 
Gas Pressure 
Number of Shots 
The blnary target on whlch the optlmlsatlon study was conducted was 
changed for a target carousel (see chapter 3) consisting of SIX calibrated steel 
standards conta~ning very low concentratrons of sulphur - a much lower range than 
the higher concentration targets used in the Initial LlPS study In vacuum. The 
concentration range for this more sensitive study vaned from 460 ppm down to the 
lowest available concentration, 27 ppm as opposed to the 0.38% - 0 0119% range 
used in the vscuum study. Each data polnt on each of the calibration curves IS the 
result of 10 sets of 25 shots on target under optimlsed cond~t~ons, with each of the 10 
sets of shots recorded from different areas on the target. Each target underwent the 
standard number of defocused cleanlng shots prlor to any spectra being recorded to 
5 6 - CALIERATION CURVES -121 - 
ensure that ejecta from prevlous shots on target would not Interfere with the data 
be~ng taken Cal~brat~on curves were constructed uslng both the Internally referenced 
scheme and sulphur intens~t~es xtracted dlrectly from the target spectra. 
5.6.1 INTERNALLY REFERENCED SULPHUR CALIBRATION 
Since the sulphur llne has such a h~gh excltation energy, it was not poss~ble to 
flnd a suitable lron llne w~th  a sim~lar one in the spectral range observable by the 
camera. However, a llne w~th a s~m~lar  relative transition energy was found quite 
close - the Fez+ llne at 85.97 nm. Thls line has a lower energy level of 0 eV and an 
upper energy level of 14.42 eV, both relatlve to the ground state of ~e ' '  Thls IS 
reasonably close to the upper energy of the s4' llne at 15.76 eV (relatrve to the s4' 
ground state), making it a good candidate for referencing to the sulphur line It was a 
feature of the spectra that a decrease in lron emisslon occurred both further out from 
the target surface and also w~th  the add~tion of an amb~ent gas This hampered the 
search for suitable lron llnes to reference the sulphur llne to. 
The first calibrat~on curve obtalned from the SIX targets IS found below in 
F~gure 18, and IS the cal~brat~on curve found uslng the Internal referencing scheme 
where the intens~ty of a llne under analysls is div~ded by an emlsslon llne of the maln 
constituent of the sample - In this case, iron (see chapter 2, sectlon 5) 
- Linear Fit - R' = 0.993 j / 
Concentration (% wlw) 
F~gure 18 Internally Referenced Cal~bratlon Curve - Experimentally Optlrn~sed Conditions 
(N~trogen Atmosphere, 25 Shots, 820 mJ Pulse, +7 mm defocused) 
The method by whlch a limit of detection IS extracted from an internally- 
referenced callbration curve is qu~te s~m~lar to that of an unreferenced curve (St. 
Onge, 1997). Slnce the standard dev~atlon in the background signal of the target with 
the lowest concentration of sulphur has been calculated at 9.8, thls can be converted 
to the 30 slgnal at whlch the detection l~mlt 1s measured. Uslng the slope of the 
cal~brat~on curve, thls value 1s then converted to the lowest detectable concentratlon, 
the detection limlt. The usual formula (equat~on 5.1) IS used to calculate the llmlt of 
detect~on 
3cB L.O.D. = - 
S 
where oa IS the standard deviat~on In the background levels of the target wlth the 
lowest concentration of analyte and S IS the slope of the cal~bratlon curve, as 
determined by the llne fitting program. In the case of the referenced callbration curve, 
the l ~ m ~ t  of detect~on 1s 1.8 f 0 2 DDm with the llmlt of quant~flcatlon concomitantly 
0.5 DDm. These frgures are qulte accurate - the R2 value of the linear flt (0.993) is 
also qulte good, lnd~catlng a very linear plot 
Another calibrat~on curve was constructed, th~s time uslng the raw sulphur llne 
intens~tles from the spectra. F~gure 19 on the next page shows the calibrat~on curve 
produced by uslng the raw llne lntenslties. 
The calibration curve has qulte a high slope for the concentratlons lnvolved 
and yet retalns a h~gh degree of accuracy, with an RZ value of 0.994 lnd~cating good 
linearity of the data. The slope of the llne in the cal~brat~on curve 1s just above 
170,000 as calculated by the llne f ~ t  equatlon from the Or~ginO fittlng software The 
standard dev~at~on i  the background of the target w~th the lowest concentratlon of 
sulphur in it 1s about 9.8 -this IS the standard dev~at~on that must be used to calculate 
the L~mit of Detect~on according to the IUPAC gu~de (IUPAC, 1978). These f~gures 
result In a limlt of detection of 1 7 + 0.1 DPm and a limlt of quantification of 5 7 + 0.3 
m. These f~gures of merit are a little better than those found uslng the internal 
referencing curve, wlth the linear f ~ t  also a little more accurate - an R' value of 0 994 
was calculated from the hear flt. 
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Figure 19: Calibrat~on Curve - Exper~mentally Optimlsed Cond~tions 
(N~trogen Atmosphere, 25 Shots, 820 mJ Pulse, +7 mrn defocused) 
The lowest llrnit of detect~on published In the l~terature to date has been that 
publ~shed by Hernrnerlln (2001) - 4.5 ppm uslng a neutral sulphur llne in the near 
VUV at 180.73 nrn The same paper by Hemrnerlin also states a lirn~t of detect~on 
uslng spark optlcal ernlsslon spectroscopy of 3 ppm, whlch the current work also 
surpasses. 
Uslng the standard callbration curve data, the accuracy of the elemental 
concentratlons of the targets was compared to their pre-calibrated values quoted 
from the suppl~er. Table 3 on the following page shows how the data compared to 
them. 
The concentrations gleaned from the calrbratlon curve compare quite well to 
those quoted as the actual sulphur concentratlons. There IS an average 5% error in 
the calculated concentrations - th~s is calculated from the error In the slope of the line 
fit. 
5.6 -CALIBRATION CURVES -124- 
Table 3: Calculated vs. Actual Concentrations 
5.7.1 OBSERVATIONS 
As has been stated In the theory section of thls chapter, the reason that 
emlsslon from laser plasmas created in ambient atmospheres seems to be more 
Intense is that excitat~on of atomlc specles through coll~sional processes IS more 
prevalent In some pressure reglmes than others. It was seen that the emlsslon from 
the S4+ Ion reaches a maximum at 0.2 mBar - thls IS about the same pressure that 
both Harilal (2003) and Geohegan (1992) have stated that the laser plasma 
expansion changes from a freely-expand~ng vacuum model where particles from the 
plasma can easily penetrate the area Into which they are expanding to a conflned 
model where the plasma generates a barr~er between the edge of the plume and the 
atmosphere In front of it. Thls behaviour was highl~ghted in another paper by Harllal 
(2002) In whlch he noted a peculiar plume splitting and sharpening phenomenon at 
150 mTorr (2 mBar) - F~gure 20 below 1s the image data from this paper. 
5 7 - CONCLUSIONS &OBSERVATIONS -125- 
F~gure 20: ICCD Photos of Vlsible Em~ss~on from Al Plasmas in 150 mTorr Air (Copyr~ght AIP, 
Journal of Appl~ed Physics 2003) 
The coll~s~on strengths for several s4+ lines have been calculated theoret~cally 
by Hudson & Bell (2006). The particular transit~on respons~ble for the 78.65 nm h e .  
the Mg-l~ke l s2  2s22p63s2 'So - 1 ~ ~ 2 ~ ~ 2 ~ ~ 3 ~ 3 ~ ' _ ~ ; ~ ,  has been shown both through 
experiment and calculat~on to have a relat~vely h~gh effectwe coll~slon strength (an 
order of magn~tude or more) in comparison to the others for which the colhs~on 
strength has been calculated. Thls goes some way to explaining how such a 
relatively h~ghly ionised atomlc specles IS capable of emlttlng at a h~gher level in a 
gaseous atmosphere where Instinct m~ght suggest that recombinat~on would lead to 
low densit~es of thls Ion at dlstance from the target surface. It IS notable from the data 
collected that thls would also only hold for alr and nltrogen -the peak emission in the 
argon atmosphere occurs at a pressure of about 7 x 10.' mBar. In a previous paper 
from our laboratory, Khater et al (2002) showed that carbon detection lrmits were 
best optlmlsed In an air atmosphere at about 0.2 mBar - again, the pressure at whlch 
the plume splitting and sharpening has been observed This would seem to confirm 
agaln that the coll~s~onal exc~tation and recomblnatlon enhances the emission from 
certain atomlc species in the VUV as well as for the more commonly studled vlslble 
and UV trans~tions. 
In the emisslon stud~es conducted to date, near-UV and v~s~ble emlssion lines 
have been used to monltor emiss~on levels from the plasma. One paper by Naeem 
(2003) indicates that there is a d~fference In emiss~on levels between different charge 
states of atomlc specles w~th regard to the atmospher~c pressure of the gas they 
expand into, showlng that h~gher charge states tend to emit more at lower pressures 
than the neutral species In the plasma. This fact would appear to hold true for VUV 
emlssion as well as vis~ble and UV Thls paper also suggests that the enhancement 
of some spectral llnes of zlnc is due to resonant charge transfer - this is a process 
where the transltlon energy of one level matches or nearly matches a sum of 
transltlon energles from another specles. In the case of Naeem's paper, the energy 
dlfference between Ne and Ne' (21.56 eV) IS very close to the sum of the excitation 
energies of Zn + Zn' (21 41 eV). When the lonlsatlon energles of both sulphur and 
nltrogen were looked up (Chemcal Rubber Company, 2006), it was seen that there 
was no correlation In the energies between any two or more atomlc energy levels, as 
seen on the next page in Table 4. 
However, the lonlsatron energy of the N2 molecule IS very close to the s4' 
trans~tlon energy. Slnce N2 IS a covalently-bonded molecule, the lonlsatlon energy 
can be expected to be larger than the nitrogen atom, since the bondlng electrons are 
In a more stable energy state The lonlsatlon energy of molecular nltrogen is 15.58 
eV, whlle the transition energy for the S4+ llne at 78 65 nm is 15.76 eV. Thls may be a 
contributing factor to the Increased emlssron in the laser plasma 
Another mechanism by whlch resonant ionlsat~on of an electron occurs IS 
rad~ative xcitation. In order to ach~eve dlrect ion~sat~on, a photon must be of or close 
to a transtion energy of an absorbing atomlc species When the Kurucz database 
was searched, it was found that two slngly ~onised nltrogen emiss~on llnes at 48.58 
(25.52 eV) and 48.74 nm (25.44 eV) have transimon energles very close to the S3' 
ion~sation energy of 25.37 eV It IS quite possrble that rad~ative lonlsation of the s3+ 
specles in the plasma plume IS seeding the plasma with s4' I O ~ S  which then undergo 
collis~onal excitat~on and radiative de-excitat~on w~th the resultant emlsslon of 
radiat~on at 78.65 nm At the present time, a t~me-resolved diagnostic system does 
not exlst in the laboratory in DCU, so thrs hypothes~s unfortunately remains 
unverifiable, 
Table 4. lonisation Eneraies for S t I l ~ h ~ r  and N~troaen Specles 
Species lonisation Energy AE (eV) 
S 10 36001 
S -> S' 12.97787 
S' -> sZ+ 11.45212 
s2+ -> s3+ 12.432 
53.3' -> s4+ 25.3725 
~ 4 '  -> s5+ 15.4585 
N 14.5341 
N -> N+ 15.0672 
N+ -> N ~ +  17.84794 
N2+ -> N ~ +  30 02426 
N3' -> N4* 20 4167 
5.7.2 CONCLUSION 
All of the detection limits listed have been obtained using lines in the near 
VUV at either 180.7 or 182 nm wlth the exception of the study by Radziemski which 
used a line at 545.4 nrn. A recent paper by Asimellis (2006) a line in the near IR has 
been used for a qualitative study with a possible extension into a quantitative system 
but nothing further is available in the literature yet. All of the studied lines have also 
been from neutral specles, whlch makes the deep VUV study conducted by this 
author a little more novel in its approach. 
In terms of the detection limits for sulphur in steel, those seen in the present 
work are nearly three times better than those already quoted in the available 
I~terature, the previous most sensltrve being that published by Hernmerlin (2001) 
where a LlPS scheme in the near VUV at about 180 nm was used to achieve a 
detection limit of 4.5 ppm. A comparison between this study and contemporary 
research into sulphur detection using LlPS is shown below in Table 5. The present 
study contains the lowest recorded limd of detection for sulphur to date. 
Table 5: Sul~hur Detection L~rnlts 
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T he final chapter of this thesis is a general summary of the experiments performed and the conclusions which can be drawn from them. Some text is devoted at the end to possible 
avenues of research in the future to further the goals of VUV LIPS 
development as both a fundamental study of laser-matter interaction 
and as an industrially important diagnostic assay tool. 
6.1 .I SUMMARY 
The goal of the present body of work has been the low-level quantitative 
determinat~on of sulphur In steels. Sulphur has a large and mostly undesirable effect 
on the material characterlstlcs of steel w~th most steelmaking processes designed to 
remove it completely from the end product. To thls end, a number of optlcal emission 
spectroscopy (OES) experiments were carrled out designed to optlmise the emiss~on 
from sulphur ions using the Laser-Induced Plasma Spectroscopy (LIPS) techn~que in 
particular. Thls technique lnvolves the use of a h~gh power laser to generate a 
typically hot, dense and short-llved plasma on the surface of solld targets. Rad~ation 
from the plasma IS then used for both quant~tat~ve and qualltatlve evaluat~on of both 
major and minor elements in the mater~al To date, thls techn~que has been almost 
exclus~vely used in the vlslble and UV reglons of the electromagnetic spectrum owing 
to the ease of use of thls region. Thls leaves a shortcoming when analysls of l~ght 
elements 1s requlred as these elements' strongest emlsslon llnes he in the vacuum 
ultraviolet (VUV). The most successful studies on light elements have used spectral 
llnes in the near VUV at about 180 nm, wlth a notable exception being the analysls of 
carbon conducted by Khater et al. In 2002. That study proved the feas~bllity of deep 
VUV spectroscopy by attalnlng a llmlt of detect~on for carbon of 1.2 pprn, the lowest 
l~mit of detect~on yet ach~eved. 
A variat~on on the most commonly used LlPS methodology IS used for the 
current VUV stud~es. It involves the use of a time-~ntegrated detection system Instead 
of a tlme-resolved one to capture radiat~on em~tted from the plasma. In a conventional 
LlPS system, l~ght from the entlre plasma plume is transported by optlcal components 
into a spectrometer where the speclflc wavelength range is selected and captured by 
a time-resolved detector. This allows the user to block out broadband "continuum" 
rad~ation from the early stages of the plasma by swltchlng the camera on a sufflc~ent 
tlme after the cont~nuum-dominated stage has subslded and the emission is h e -  
dominated. A novel and unconvent~onal approach used In the current body of work 
uses the spat~al characterlstlcs of a laser plasma 1.e. that the area closest to the 
target surface conslsts of continuum dominated emlsslon and that areas further from 
the surface conslst malnly of he-dom~nated emlsslon. 
In order to use the space-resolved LlPS techn~que, a modern, h~gh-power Q- 
swltched Nd:YAG laser system operating at the fundamental frequency of 1064 nm 
was used to generate laser plasmas In a custom-made vacuum chamber. The targets 
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were held In such a way that its pos~tion could be man~pulated externally w~thout he 
need to vent the chamber for each set of spatlal parameters. The focusing lens for 
the laser system was also mounted on a rall so the focal character~stlcs could be 
changed according to the targets' positron relatlve to the optlcal axrs of the target 
chamber. Rad~at~on from the plasma was spat~ally Isolated by use of a pre-sl~t lns~de 
the target chamber. Thls rad~ation then entered a 1 metre VUV spectrometer 
equlpped wlth a 1200 grooveslmm AI+MgF2 d~ffract~on grating which has a reciprocal 
hear dispers~on of 0 83 nmlmm in the first order at rts blazed wavelength of 80 nm. 
An Andor Technology back-lllum~nated VUV-sens~t~ve CCD camera was used to 
capture the spectra produced. The camera was used In "full vertlcal binnlng" mode 
whlch means that photon counts in the vertrcal plane were summed. All equipment 
was kept at a constant pressure of 2 x mBar due to the h~gh absorpt~on of VUV 
radiat~on by the atmosphere at atmospherrc pressure. Later expenments usrng buffer 
gases used a glass capillary array (GCA) to isolate the target chamber from the 
spectrometer and CCD camera, w~th gases being pumped In at a controlled rate. 
Optim~sation stud~es were conducted using a binary target conslstlng of 
0.68% sulphur, w~th the remainder Iron. As the optimisation studies were concluded 
and the optimum plasma productron conditrons drscovered, the binary target was 
swrtched for a target carousel consrstlng of SIX targets, each w~th a d~fferent 
concentration of sulphur In it. In the f~rst set of optimisation experiment conducted In 
vacuum, a sulphur concentratlon of 0 119% - 0.38% was used to obtaln data for a 
cal~brat~on curve In the second set of expenments, a range of 27 ppm (parts per 
mlllion)- 460 ppm was used. 
6.1.2 CONCLUSIONS 
The following conclusjons may be dmwn from the present body o f  work 
Vacuum Studies. An init~al survey of the VUV spectrum from 40 - 140 nm was 
made in order to ascertain whlch sulphur emlssion llnes were su~table for the present 
work In thls survey, four spectral llnes at d~fferent stages of ionlsatlon were observed 
to be free from spectral Interference from underlying Iron emlsslon lines and to have a 
reasonable intensrty These lines were: S IV at 66.142 nm, S IV at 75.03 nm, S V at 
78.65 nm and S VI at 93 3 nrn. Of these, the S V llne at 78 65 nm had the h~ghest 
Integrated emiss~on Intensity of the four, and was chosen as the maln llne with whlch 
to conduct the opt~misat~on study. The flrst series of experlrnents involved the 
comparison between line and point plasmas uslng a cylindr~cal and a spher~cal ens. 
Thls showed that the drop off In lntenslty w~th lncreaslng spatial distance was more 
rapid uslng the cyl~ndrical ens, but that the underlying continuum was more muted. 
As the laser pulse energy was varied, it was observed that the slgnal to standard 
deviation ratio uslng the spher~cal ens was far superlor at an opt~m~sed nergy of 600 
mJ, wh~le the cyl~ndrical lens was opt~m~sed at 820 mJ -the maxlmum output energy 
the laser is capable of Follow~ng the energy results, variat~on of the lens focal 
condit~ons were exam~ned. Th~s ~nvolved moving the lens lnto and out of focus on the 
target surface with the result that the power dens~ty on the surface changed. At the 
optrm~sed energies, the cyl~ndrical ens was seen to be opt~m~sed w~th the lens focus 
1 mm below the target surface The results from the spherical lens were more 
lnterestlng however - a large dlp in lntenslty was seen when the lens was focused 1 
mm in front of the target with the best results clearly seen when the lens was focused 
4 mm under the target surface. 
With these parameters opt~mised for the callbration, experiments were 
performed on a select~on of targets containing a w~de range of pre-calibrated sulphur 
concentrations. These experiments resulted in callbration curves uslng both the 
cylindr~cal and spher~cal lenses. The calibration curve uslng the cylindrical lens 
resulted in an Intercept on the y-axis of the graph that was qulte h~gh, ind~cating the 
poss~b~lrty of a trans~t~on lnto a non-linear emission state with lower concentratlons of 
sulphur A lim~t of detect~on of 42 ppm was extracted from the cal~brat~on curve graph 
wlth a concomltant l ~ m ~ t  of quant~f~cat~on of 139 ppm. The spher~cal ens produced 
better results, although the y-intercept produced by the calibration curve rema~ned 
high. A l ~ m ~ t  of detect~on of 28 ppm was obta~ned, w~th the concomltant limit of 
quant~f~cat~on of 94 ppm 
Studies in Gaseous Atmos~heres. W~th the results from the prevlous study on 
targets in vacuum in m~nd, experlments using buffer gases were conducted using 
only spher~cal enses. Prelim~nary observations indicated that the d~stance at which 
sulphur emiss~on could be detected was double that of the vacuum stud~es. With 
such a large varlatlon in spectra, another survey of suitable analytical l~nes was 
conducted. Desplte the change in spectral emlsslon, the resonant S4' l~ne at 78.65 
nm remained the brightest hne compared to 5 others in ~dent~cal p asma ignition 
cond~t~ons. 
The f~rst parameter invest~gated in this series of experlments was the gas type 
and pressure. Argon, alr and nltrogen were used as buffer gases with data taken in 
each of the gases at d~fferent pressures and distances. The large amount of data 
taken meant that the behaviour of the emission line in each gas at varylng d~stances 
and pressures could be compared, w~th the best range of pressures and distances 
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chosen for further analysa. Spectra taken In each of the gases showed contrasts, 
w~th the result that the h~ghest s~gnal to standard dev~ation ratlo was observed in 
plasmas created in a 0 3 mBar nltrogen atmosphere at distances of about 5 mm from 
the target surface. 
This led to another serles of experiments geared towards opt~m~sing the laser 
pulse energy in the nitrogen atmosphere. Peaks were seen in the data taken in a 0.2 
rnBar atmosphere, with the best data recorded at 4.5 mm from the target surface. The 
data was taken over a range of d~fferent pressures and d~stances to account for any 
local~sed fluctuations in the s~gnal to standard dev~at~on ratios. Defocus~ng of the lens 
accounted for the second part of the laser energy parameter, w~th trends seen to be 
best at the closer distances to the target surface I e. 4 and 4 5 mm. The best results 
were seen w~th the lens defocused 7 mm under the surface of the target, a 
comparat~vely large d~stance compared to the vacuum study. The best data were 
agaln observed In 0.2 mBar of nltrogen. 
Under these almost optlmlsed condit~ons, some data was taken to compare 
the d~fferences the number of accumulated spectra made. Th~s was done as craterlng 
of the target surface can have an effect on the shape of the emerging laser plasma 
owing to part~al conf~nement effects. It was seen that, desplte the steadily lncreaslng 
emiss~on from the laser plasma, the s~gnal to standard dev~at~on ratlo was max~mised 
at 25 laser shots. 
W~th the bas~c analysis of optlmum cond~t~ons now completed, calibratlon 
curves of the data were plotted uslng a set of targets wlth low concentrations of 
sulphur present in them. Two approaches to the cal~brat~on curves were used -the 
internally referenced method and the unreferenced method previously used in the 
vacuum stud~es. The Internally referenced calibratlon curve resulted in a limit of 
detect~on of 1.8 ppm, while the unreferenced curve resulted In 1.7 ppm. Both of these 
limits are far better than those produced In vacuum and almost 3 times better than 
the best available LIPS limit of detection publ~shed In the l~terature to date. 
The VUV TISR-LIPS spectroscopic technique has been proved to work 
extremely well in th~s body of work and on prevlous occasions (Khater et al., 2000 & 
2002). The challenges fac~ng the development of the techn~que are now twofold -the 
cont~nuing appl~cation to the detection of low levels of d~fferent elements & rnatrlces 
and poss~ble lntegratlon of the VUV techn~que into an industrial manufacturing llne 
6.2.1 AUTOMATION 
In the author's opin~on, the first task that should be completed for the 
furtherance of the VUV LlPS technique is the automation of the analysis process. In 
its current form, when spectra are recorded using the CCD camera software they 
must be reformatted, imported into the fitting programme and the desired line 
manually selected before a curve fit is applied to it. The process by which sections of 
the spectrum then have to be selected for the standard deviation to be calculated is 
equally long-winded, with the appropriate areas of the spectrum manually selected 
Automation of the line fitting should be achievable using a computer programme such 
as Matlab O which has the most commonly used functions such as the Gaussian and 
Lorentzian profiles ava~lable as standard features, with the more complex profiles 
such as the Voight profile readily access~ble to the software with the assistance of the 
Matlab online community Calculation of the background standard deviation has been 
commented on in the literature (Dawson, Snook & Pr~ce, 1993) w~th some novel 
solutions published (Schulze et al., 2006). With the automation of both of these tasks, 
spectra could be analysed quickly and efficiently with mlnimum time spent on the 
more tiresome aspects of the analysis process. Th~s would enable more targets to be 
analysed quicker, with the result that more elements could be studied with more 
permutations in the type of spectrum taken and a possible industrial prototype 
developed. 
6.2.2 DUAL PULSE TECHNIQUE 
A great deal of research has been performed over the past number of years in 
the use of more than one laser pulse for generation of laser plasmas for the LlPS 
technique. There have been numerous reports of signal enhancement using multiple 
pulses in several configurations - a comprehensive revlew of these can be found in 
Babushok et al. (2006). Enhanced signals, a larger ablated target mass and longer- 
lived plasmas have been observed in the course of these studies using different 
beam geometries, different wavelengths, different laser pulse lengths and d~fferent 
inter-pulse delays Some research has also been carried out on resonance-enhanced 
laser ablation, where the wavelength of one of the incident laser pulses matches that 
of an observed transition (I e. the resonant laser pulse pumps the transition Into its 
excrted state) Resonant enhancement IS an impractical goal for VUV LlPS because 
of the radiation wavelengths involved; however, the enhancement of signals due to 
increased mass ablation and also processes in the plasma plume (reheating) are 
quite feasible for further study These enhancements have not been limited to UV and 
visible transitions in the plasma either - enhancements of VUV and soft x-ray 
emission has also been observed using laser pulses incident on a "pre-plasma" 
generated by a primary laser pulse (Murphy et al., 2003) 
The application to the existing system of a second laser would require the 
synchronrsatron of a second laser to the exist~ng timing system In such a manner as 
to enable the inter-pulse delay to be modified easily and reliably. This could be done 
via the purchase of another delay generator relatively easily, prov~d~ng there is 
availability of a second laser system. The picosecond laser system already in use in 
the laser plasma labs in DCU would be an excellent method of comparing the 
emission from both types of laser plasma - expansion dynamics of nanosecond and 
sub nanosecond plasmas tend to be dissimilar in nature and may have an effect on 
the type of emission observed from an experiment (See, for example Stavropoulos et 
al., 2004 and Barthelemy et al., 2005). 
A second consideration is the method by which the second laser beam is 
introduced into the plasma. There are two configurations used in dual pulsing 
experiments - collinear and the orthogonal. The collinear configuration would be 
relatively straightforward to implement, however the orthogonal configuration may be 
a greater challenge as it would requrre mod~fication of the exlstlng chamber as there 
is only one free port lnto which laser pulses may enter The coll~near expercment 
would allow greater manlpulatron of the inter-pulse delay, but the orthogonal 
experiment has the advantage of shining the laser pulse onto a select area of the 
plasma parallel to the target surface This would be particularly interesting given the 
spatially resolved nature of the current experiment 
6.2 3 PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS 
Plasma diagnostics would be a good complement to the dual pulse technique 
as plots of electron dens~ties and temperatures would give a greater Insight lnto the 
mechanisms behind the enhanced emission observed in the VUV (Murphy et al , 
2003) There has been a huge amount of research ~nto plasma diagnostrcs over the 
years, with several commonly used techniques used for the determination of 
temperatures and pressures in the laser plasma (see for example Griem, 1964 and 
Lochte-Holtgreven, 1995). This has already been attempted by Khater (2002) with 
limited success due to the lack of availability of a VUV sensitive gated CCD camera 
When an intensher is used in conjunction with a CCD camera, it acts as a high- 
speed shutter by remaining open for times as low as a couple of nanoseconds. The 
problem wrth the fabricat~on of a VUV sensitive intensif~er is that a suitable materral 
has yet to be found out of which the intensifier can be fabricated. 
In the course of this research, the author has attempted plasma d~agnostrcs 
twice with lim~ted success in one case and no success in another. In the frrst 
Instance, a 0.5 m lmaglng spectrometer was used with a visible ICCD detector to try 
to study electron denslties in the laser plasma. A huge number of Iron lines were 
observed rn the 300 - 700 nm range (the effective range of the spectrometer's 
diffract~on grating) to such an extent that the resolution of the spectrometer was 
insufficient to fully distinguish indlv~dual iron or sulphur lines. The second attempt was 
made uslng an experimental camera prov~ded by Andor Technology, supposedly 
sensltlve In the VUV region On use, it was found that the camera was not in fact 
sensltlve to radiat~on d~spersed by the VUV dlffract~on gratlng from 40 to 160 nm. 
Plasma d~agnostlcs uslng a VUV sensitlve ICCD detector would represent a 
great addition to the current research The earllest parts of the plasma's llfetime could 
be investigated also allowing for d~agnost~cs on the higher Ion stages to be performed 
with a modern, two dimens~onal detector. The differences between spatlal and 
temporal resolution in the VUV LlPS experiment could also be compared drrectly. 
6.2.4 INDUSTRIAL COLLABORATION 
W~th the w~despread use of LlPS as an lndustr~al analysis technique, the 
logical step for the VUV LlPS system is lntegratlon Into an Industrial environment 
There are a number of firms around the country involved In the manufacturing of steel 
products in whrch quality control plays an Important part. The use of VUV LlPS in 
these plants would prov~de valuable data on industrially relevant steel samples to 
both the manufacturer for greater control of sulphur and carbon and to the 
expenmentalist in order to gain a greater understanding of the manufacturrng process 
in terms of elemental inclusions in the end product. The role played by LlPS In the 
LlBSGRAlN project (Bulalic et al., 2002) has led to greater development of the 
technique in general and has led to the improvement in qualtty of a manufactured 
product - both partles have benef~ted from the use of this analysls system The 
specifrc detalls and requlrements of a manufacturer are somewhat different to those 
of a laboratory and require modrfrcatron of both equrpment and its method of use; 
however the advantages in terms of the progress made on the technique 
development and the advantage to the w~der industr~al community make the 
challenges facing the VUV LlPS analytical technique well worthwhile 
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APPENDIX A: EQUILIBRIUM IN PLASMAS 
A laser produced plasma rs considered to be in complete thermal equilibrium 
(CTE) if the following conditions are satisfied (Carroll & Kennedy, 1981). 
All neutral species, ions, electrons and particles can be described by the 
Maxwell velocity distribution 
= The population distr~butions over the states of any atom or ion in the plasma 
are given by the Boltzmann distribution 
The number of ions in a charge state Z can be related to the number of ions in 
a charge state Z-1 using the Saha equatron (see Chen, 1984 for example) 
= The intensity distribution of the radiation in the plasma-occupied space can be 
calculated accurately using the Planck formula 
A laser produced plasma in a steady state occurs when the rate of ionisation 
in the laser plasma is equal to the rate of recombination. The plasma temperature is 
also constant in the above state. The last criterion also implies that the laser plasma 
is opt~cally thick at all frequencies in order for the Planck distribution to accurately 
model the radiation from the plasma. In most laser produced plasmas these four 
criteria are not approached and require the use of other methods to approximate the 
equilibrium state of a laser produced plasma. The three most commonly-used models 
used in laser plasma physics are Local Thermal Equilibrium (LTE), Coronal 
Equifibrium (CE) and Collisional Rad~ative Equii/ibum (CRE). The main factor 
affect~ng the correct applrcation of each of these models is the electron dens~ty in the 
laser plasma Detailed descriptions of each of the following equilibrium states can be 
found in McWhirter (1965). 
LOCAL THERMAL EQUILIBRIUM (LTE) 
Local thermal equilibrium occurs in a laser produced plasma of sufficiently 
high electron density when collisional processes are more dominant in the plasma 
than radiative processes - Hughes (1975) stakes that the probability of collisional de- 
excitation must exceed that of radiative de-excitation by a factor of 10 for LTE to 
apply. The collisional excitation processes are also in balance with the coll~sional de- 
excitation processes. Plasmas in LTE can be descrrbed at discrete local points by all 
the criterra for a plasma in CTE with the exception of the Planck formula - radiative 
effects are assumed to play a negligible role in the equilibrium state of the plasma in 
this model. The temperature which describes the velocity distribution of the ions 
and neutrals and the electron temperature x are not assumed to be the same in this 
model. This is based on the fact that electron-atom and electron-ion interactions are 
of far greater significance than atom-ion interactions, which do not greatly affect the 
equilibrium condition. 
The lower electron density boundary below which the laser plasma cannot be 
described as being in LTE has been derived by McWhirter (1965) and is given by: 
n, > 1 . 6 ~ 1 0 ' ~ ~ ~ ' ~ ~ ~ c r n ~ ~  w.11 
In equation [A.l], T is the electron temperature in Kelvin and x is the excitation 
potential in eV of the atomic/ionic transition under consideration. 
CORONAL EQUILIBRIUM 
As the electron densrty of the plasma decreases over tlme to the point where 
it is comparable to the Sun's corona (n, =108cm-3)  the probabil~ty of radiative de- 
excitation becomes comparable to de-excitation by collisional processes, even 
exceeding it at low densities. In this model, the main excitation process is due to 
electron impact ionisation due the optically thin nature of the bulk plasma. The main 
de-excitation processes are also radiative - in these low density plasmas the low 
coll~sion frequency means that radiative de-excitation is the dominant process type 
and is primarily achieved through spontaneous radiative decay and radiative 
recombination. The fact that the atomic processes have varying degrees of 
importance and that each of these processes are not directly in balance with its 
inverse results in the establishment of a different type of equilibrium, as outlined by 
Colombant & Tonon (1973). 
COLLISIONAL RADIATIVE EQUILIBRIUM 
The development of the CRE model of equilibrium in laser plasmas was to 
compensate for the intermediate electron density ranges i.e from about 
n, = 1019 -10~'cm-' where neither the LTE nor CE models can be effectively applied. 
These electron densities correspond to the critical densities of plasmas created with 
C02 and Nd:YAG lasers respectively. The model itself is based on the CE model, 
with modifications made in order to include collisional de-excitation and three body 
recombination processes in the upper energy levels of transitions occurring in this 
density range, as in the LTE model. Radiative recombination and spontaneous 
radiative decay remain an important inclusion for the lower energy levels, as in the 
coronal model. The two pr1mal-y crlteria for the valrd application of the CRE model 
have been stated by Colombant & Tonon (1973) and are: 
1. The velocity distribution of the electrons in the laser plasma must be 
Maxwell~an. Thls occurs when the electron-electron relaxation tlme is smaller 
than the heating time, a common feature of laser produced plasmas. 
2. The population density of specles in the charge state Z + l  must not change 
to any sign~ficant degree when the steady-state population d~stributron is 
being established amongst the specles in the plasma of charge 2. 
The steady-state ~on  d~str~but~on has been deflned for the CRE model by 
Colombant & Tonon (1973) as: 
%+I - 
-- s(z,q) P.21 
n, [a, (2 +We) + nea3, (2 + LT,)] 
In [A.2], the terms apply as follows: 
S(Z,T,) IS the coll~s~onal ronlsation coefflc~ent 
nr (Z+l,T,) 1s the rad~ative recomblnatlon coefflclent 
= a,, (2 tl,T,) IS the three body recombinat~on coefflc~ent 
Equat~on [A.2] has been derived w~th the assumptron that in plasmas with an 
electron temperature of greater than 30 eV, the three body radiative recombination 
term n p , ,  is far lower than that of the rad~ative recomblnat~on term a,. As such, the 
Ion d~stributron equatlon [A.2] can be approximated to be dens~ty-independent, with 
the follow~ng relationship holdlng: 
where A 1s the atomlc number of the relevant element. This relation 1s applied more 
successfully to elements with h~gh atomic number rather than the l~ghter elements. 
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All target mater~als in th~s appendix can be found in the Glen Spectra 
Reference Materials catalogue, the company from which they were purchased. 
The table 1s split Into three main sections. The f~rst is the binary target used 
for the optim~sation studies, the second is the set of targets used for the calibrat~on in 
chapter 4 and the third 1s the set of targets used in the callbration found in chapter 5. 
Target Set 
Binaly 
Chapter 4 
Target Set 
Chapter 5 
Target Set 
Sample 
341-14920 
361-65C 
361- 50E 
182-206A 
361-54D 
201-123 
361-52D 
361-XCCT 
361-XCCS 
081-CRMFEl 
361-54D 
351 -21513 
361-XAAS 
Concentration (%) 
Sulphur 
0.68 
0.115 
0.0119 
0.26 
0.046 
0 38 
0.088 
0.01 1 
0.014 
0 0027 
0.046 
0.031 
0.009 
Imn 
99.62 
97.89 
99.83 
98 45 
97 27 
97 08 
97.75 
96.99 
99.46 
99.88 
97.27 
98 
99.78 
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APPENDIX C: SPECTRAL LINE PROFILES 
The majorlty of this append~x can be found In Lochte-Holtgreven (1995). 
Spectral llnes emltted from laser produced plasmas are, in general, observed 
to have a flnrte range dlrectly proport~onal to the w~dth of the entrance slit of the 
spectrometer The intens~ty profile IS centred on a frequency v, and can be 
represented by the equation: 
vo+m 
I =  1 ~ ( v ) d v  LC.11 
Yo-m 
Spectral llne proflles are characterist~c of condlt~ons prevallrng in the plasma and also 
the influence the dlspers~on lnstrumentatlon has The types of llne profile they result 
In are Gauss~an and Lorentz~an, w~th a convolution of the two resulting in the Vo~ght 
profile. The convoluted Voight is the most common type of lrne profrle due to several 
broadenlng mechanisms present rn a typ~cal experiment. 
Doppler broadening 1s where thermal motion of an emittlng species In a laser 
produced plasma shlfts the central frequency of the spectral llne so that the resulting 
profile is broadened. Doppler broadenlng results in a llne profrle of the Gauss~an type 
whlch is of the form: 
In which case B, and C are constants. 
Stark or collisional broadening in a laser produced plasma occurs when the 
energy level structure of an atornlc specles is perturbed when it coll~des with charged 
part~cles in the plasma. The llne proflle most commonly associated with Stark 
broadenrng 1s the Lorentzian prof~le, of the form: 
Agaln, 8, and C are constants. Natural broadenlng 1s another type of broadening with 
a Lorentzian proflle. It is caused by the fact that exact determinat~on of the energy 
state of an electron IS lmposs~ble due to the He~senberg uncertainty principle. Natural 
broadening accounts for the minimum poss~ble line w~dth (the full w~dth at half- 
rnaxrmurn, FWHM, of the spectral h e )  observable from an emlssion source 
Consider a spectral llne w~th two components where the flrst component of 
the llne can be represented by the function I(x) = f (x) and the second component 
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can be represented by the funct~on ~ ( x )  =b(x) where x 1s relatlve to the central 
wavelength of the spectral line (A,,) I e. I,, -1 = x  When both funct~ons act on a 
point on the profile x = X ,  the corresponding intens~ty at thls polnt IS glven by the 
equation: 
m 
I(,%')= f (x)+(AI-x)A=F(x) 1c.41 
- 
If both components of the llne profile are Gaussian, the total llne proflle can be 
considered as a Gaussian wlth the constant B1 calculated to be B: = B;' +B:'. If 
both components are Lorentzlan, then the total llne proflle can also be considered to 
be Lorentz~an w ~ t h  the appropriate constant B2 calculated by B, = B: + Bl If both 
types of components are actlng on the line Intensity s~rnultaneously, then the 
result~ng prof~le is known as a Volght proflle - a convolut~on of both types of llne 
proflle. The Vo~ght prof~le takes the generaked form: 
F (x) = [I+($ j
Voight profiles appear generally Gauss~an near the centre and Lorentzian near the 
wlngs of the h e .  A comparison between the three types of line proflle can be seen in 
Figure 1 below. 
-1 D -5 0 5 t 0 
Energy / eV 
Flgure 1: Comparison of Gaussian, Lorentzlan and Volght Line Proflles (Taken from Hesse, 
Streubel & Szargan, 2007) 
As seen in Figure 1 on the prevlous page, the three types of line profile have 
been fitted to an imaginary spectral line with a set peak value i.e. the intensity at the 
central frequency of the line, v,, is the same for all three profiles. The shape of the 
line profiles after this is different - if each of the profiles shown above were integrated, 
each would result in a different area under the curve It IS therefore vital that the 
proper line profile is used in the analysis of spectral lines, as this can affect the 
results of line integrations to a large degree. 
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